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ABSTRACT Global patterns of human land use have shifted towards increasingly sprawled
development intermixed with natural land cover, creating coupled human and natural systems.
To understand how these patterns may affect the persistence of wildlife populations, I studied
changes in American black bear (Ursus americanus) population density, dispersal, movement
behavior, and conflicts with humans across a gradient of development in Connecticut. Forest
fragmentation, and intermixture with housing promoted conflicts between bears and people.
Median census tract household income was associated with spatial autocorrelation in reported
conflict locations, illustrating the importance of accounting for social carrying capacity in
managing human-wildlife conflict in intermixed ecosystems. Variation in bear densities were
more associated with housing density than forest cover, or a measure of intermixture. Bear
densities were elevated in exurban, relative to rural areas, and decreased above 18 houses/km2
suggesting urban tolerance, rather than adaptation, among the Connecticut population.
Cohabitation with development can negatively impact wildlife populations, if population
dynamics and evolutionary trajectories are detrimentally altered. Therefore, identifying changes
in population dynamics and behavior in response to human development are important to
wildlife conservation and management in intermixed ecosystems. To identify potentially
maladaptive dynamics, I quantified changes in black bear dispersal, spatial genetic structure, and
migration between differing levels of development. Increased housing density was associated
with longer dispersal movements, and female philopatry was thus disrupted within more
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developed areas. Subpopulations occupying developed landscapes were not only sustained by
local recruitment, but may serve as a source of female immigrants to surrounding areas.
I estimated selection for anthropogenic landscape features by black bears to discern
movement patterns indicative of perceived risk, or habituation. Bears increasingly avoided
housing and highways with increased intensity of development, and females with cubs were
more avoidant of housing, providing evidence of perceived risk. However, bears decreased
avoidance of development during hyperphagia, and exhibited increases in selection for roads and
highways from day to night, indicating behavioral plasticity in response to perceived risk.
Individual behavior in response to anthropogenic landscape features was highly variable within
the population, indicating the potential for changes in the population mean.
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HUMAN-BLACK BEAR CONFLICT
INTRODUCTION
The unique landscapes represented by exurban development bring wildlife into close proximity
with humans, increasing the potential for conflict. Land-use pattern in Connecticut is typical of
New England, with the state comprised almost entirely of exurban housing (Theobald 2001).
Concurrently, black bear (Ursus americanus) abundance is increasing throughout the northeast
United States, and their range has expanded into Connecticut. The interspersion of forest and
housing in the state, and bears’ ability to exploit human food sources simultaneously facilitate
human-black bear conflicts, and present substantial challenges to conflict management.
Exurban development patterns (6–25 homes/km2) are characterized by housing densities
between rural and urban embedded within natural cover types, and were the fastest growing form
of land use in the United States as of 2000 (Brown et al. 2005). Such development may have
strong effects on biodiversity and biological communities, with specific impacts varying among
species (Hansen et al. 2005). Human development has historically been thought to displace
native wildlife (Vogel 1989, Theobald 1997). However, exurban land-use patterns produce a
more multidimensional human-wildlife interface, as interspersion of housing and native
vegetation benefits some human-adapted guilds (Miller and Hobbs 2002, Glennon and Porter
2005, Hansen et al. 2005).
As opportunistic omnivores, black bears may readily adapt to, and thrive in, forested
exurban and suburban areas. Although black bears may be sensitive to large-scale anthropogenic
removal of natural habitat (Mattson 1990, Brodeur et al. 2008), housing interspersed within
forest provides additional food sources that bears exploit (Ranglack et al. 2009, Baruch-Mordo et
al. 2014). In many developed areas, black bears have significantly modified their foraging and
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reproductive behavior because of the regular availability and abundance of anthropogenic foods
(Beckmann and Berger 2003, Ellingwood 2003, MacKenzie 2003, Moyer et al. 2007, Beckmann
and Lackey 2008). In addition to providing consistently available foods, housing within suitable
bear habitat may accelerate the rate and extent of bear habituation to humans (McCullough
1982).
A consistent finding of predictive models of conflict between humans and large mammals
is the importance of the proximity of wildlife habitat to human development (Wilson et al. 2006,
Baruch-Mordo et al. 2008, Krester et al. 2008, Merkle 2011). However the majority of this
research has focused on rural areas where livestock depredation was the primary form of conflict
(Bradley and Pletscher 2005, Michalski et al. 2006, Wilson et al. 2006, Baruch-Mordo et al.
2008). Unlike the distinct boundaries between bear habitat and human land use found in such
areas, exurban landscapes contain exploitable human food sources within a matrix of relatively
natural bear habitat. Therefore, the proximity of habitat and housing may be less important in
determining the distribution of conflicts than landscape variables describing their interspersion in
exurban contexts.
Our first objective was to use public reports of black bear property damage to identify
landscape factors that explain the spatial distribution of human-black bear conflicts in exurban
Connecticut. We then used these factors to predict relative risk of conflict across the state to
identify potentially high-risk areas. We hypothesized that Connecticut’s exurban housing
patterns would result in the spatial distribution of human-black bear conflicts being related to
variables associated with the level of integration of housing and forest. Our second objective
was to address the effect of demographic variability and reporting bias implicit in using citizen
reports (Howe et al. 2010) to understand the spatial distribution of human-wildlife conflict.
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STUDY AREA
Human-bear conflicts were most frequent in northwestern Connecticut (Fig. 1.1). Connecticut
had a population of 3,590,347 people about the time of our study (U.S. Census 2012).
Connecticut’s landscape was largely forested (Fig. 1.2a), with 58.8% of land cover in the state
forest according to the 2006 National Land Cover Database (NLCD; Fry et al. 2011). Mean
housing density in Connecticut was 5.18 houses/ha, with most urban development concentrated
along the coast and the U.S. Interstate 91 corridor (Fig. 1.2b). Outside of high density urban
areas, housing in Connecticut was dispersed and perforated the forest canopy. 51.7% of the state
was categorized as intermixed (i.e., >1 house/16 ha and >50% forest cover) according to the
Wildland Urban Interface classification (Radeloff et al. 2005).
We restricted analyses to a 4-km buffer surrounding locations of reported human-bear
conflict. A 4-km radius corresponds to a circle of roughly 50 km2. The median female home
range size for Connecticut black bears is about 30 km2 (Connecticut Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection, unpublished data); therefore, this buffer restricted the study extent to
an area of the state where bears are regularly reported to occur.
METHODS
Data
The Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP)
documented all black bear incidents in a formal database. These include citizens’ sightings,
reports of property damage, and vehicle collisions. Because our objective was to describe the
spatial distribution of conflicts between bears and humans, we excluded all reports of bear
sightings and considered only reports involving nuisance behavior (e.g., damaging property,
eating garbage, etc.) for analysis. We used the address locator function in ArcView 10.1
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(Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., Redlands, CA) to obtain coordinates from
addresses associated with conflict records occurring during 2008–2012. This function generates
a match score, which indicates how well input addresses match candidate locations. We
manually located reports with <70% match score using aerial photography cross-referenced with
Google Earth (Google, Mountain View, CA) imagery. We similarly cross-referenced the
location of a random sample of 100 points to compare the spatial accuracy of automated
geocoding to the actual location of buildings at incident addresses. We determined the
percentage of geocoded incidents that fell within 30 m of buildings, because this distance
corresponds to the cell size of rasters associated with predictor variables. Hereafter, these
locations are referred to as conflict locations.
Analyses
We used multiple regression to evaluate relationships between landscape characteristics
and conflict locations in a resource utilization framework, using a kernel estimate of the intensity
of conflicts as the response variable (Millspaugh et al. 2006). We created conflict intensity
surfaces using kernel density estimation in Geospatial Modeling Environment (GME version
0.7.2.1, www.spatialecology.com/gme, accessed 10 Oct 2014). We calculated kernel surfaces
using least squares cross-validation (LSCV) selected bandwidth, as well as fixed bandwidths of 1
km and 5 km. We chose the appropriate bandwidth using correlations between the resulting
intensity surface and univariate predictor variables, selecting the surface with the highest
correlation coefficients (R). Kernel intensity surfaces and all predictor variables were
represented in 30 × 30-m pixel rasters.
We performed a 2-stage analysis to identify significant natural landcover predictors of
conflict intensity, and then to assess the additional explanatory value of anthropogenic variables.
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We first constructed a set of a priori candidate models composed of variables related to the
abundance and configuration of natural bear habitat. These included distance (km) to forest,
percent forest cover, forest edge density (as an indicator of forest fragmentation) (Powell et al.
1997, Brodeur 2008, Baldwin and Bender 2012), distance (km) to all streams and main stem
streams, and distance (km) to wetlands (riparian vegetation; Young and Beecham 1986, Feske et
al. 2002).
To calculate distances to forest and wetlands, we reclassified the 2006 NLCD raster into
two binary raster layers. The first combined deciduous, coniferous, and mixed forest classes into
a single forest class, from which we created a raster layer depicting distance to the nearest forest.
The second binary raster combined forested and emergent wetland into a single wetland class,
which we used to create a distance to wetland raster. We estimated forest edge density as the
percentage of forest cover within 100 m of non-forest cover types within 0.0625-km2, 0.25-km2,
and 1-km2 windows. We calculated percent cover of forested land at a given location within
identical windows. We calculated distance from main stem and all streams using the Connecticut
DEEP 2005 hydrography shapefile.
We used univariate linear regression models to select the most useful representation of
streams (all streams, or main stem) and the window size for quantifying forest cover and forest
edge density. We selected the best models representing the effect of streams, forest cover, and
edge density on conflict intensity using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike 1973,
Burnham and Anderson 2002). Distance to main stem streams, and a 1-km2 window
characterization of forest cover and forest edge density had the lowest AIC scores (see Table
S1.1, available online at www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com). We then used these variable
representations in multivariate models.
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We used scatterplots to identify potentially non-linear univariate relationships between
predictor variables and conflict intensity. Percent forest cover, edge density, distance to streams,
and distance to wetlands appeared to have quadratic relationships with conflict intensity, and we
subsequently compared models with quadratic representations of each of these variables to
untransformed models using AIC scores. We selected quadratic representations of percent forest
cover and wetland distance for inclusion in multivariate models, because quadratic models had
the lowest AIC values and univariate linear models were not competing (i.e., within 2 AIC units;
see Table S1.2, available online at www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com). We assessed all predictors for
collinearity (r > |0.5|) using a Pearson’s correlation matrix, eliminating 1 variable from any
collinear pair.
We tested candidate models that included natural habitat variables to explore hypotheses
that riparian vegetation (wetland, stream), forest configuration (% forest, % edge), and both
forest and riparian habitat (% forest, % edge, wetland, stream) explained the spatial intensity of
conflicts. We constructed models containing each of the above sets of variables and distance to
forest to assess the relative importance of forest structure versus forest proximity based on AIC
score. We hypothesized this to be an important distinction in exurban contexts for identifying
conflict areas. We refer to these models as natural habitat models.
We constructed a second set of candidate models including all variables from the topranked natural habitat model and additional anthropogenic variables. Anthropogenic variables
included housing density (Krester et al. 2008, Merkle et al. 2011) and median household income.
We obtained data for both variables from the 2007–2011 United States Census (U.S. Census
Bureau 2011). The density of houses represented the opportunity for conflict and may explain
spatial conflict intensity beyond the presence of natural bear habitat. The socioeconomic level of
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neighborhoods might affect conflict intensity through the presence of unique bear attractants or
as a representation of differences in attitudes toward wildlife.
We initially fit generalized linear models with Gaussian error structures and an identity
link function using the GLM command in the R language and environment for statistical
analyses (R Version 2.15.2, www.r-project.org, accessed 14 Sep 2013). We tested model
residuals at conflict locations for global spatial autocorrelation using Moran’s I, and local spatial
autocorrelation using local Moran statistics in the program GeoDa (GeoDa Version 1.6.0,
http://geodacenter.asu.edu, accessed 15 Sep 2013). We subsequently evaluated the ability of
spatial lag and spatial error regression to improve multivariate model fit using Lagrange
Multiplier (LM) statistics in GeoDa. In all cases, spatially lagged and spatial error regression
improved fit over ordinary regression, as indicated by LM tests with P ≤ 0.001 for all candidate
models (see Table S1.3, available online at www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com). We additionally
performed the same 2-stage analysis on our candidate model sets using spatial error multivariate
regression. This approach accounts for spatial autocorrelation in the error term as a nuisance
parameter, allowing for better estimation of the beta parameters of interest. We identified
models with the greatest support as those receiving the lowest AIC score among the candidate
set. We report and discuss the results of those spatial error regression analyses, hereafter
referred to as spatial models.
Spatially explicit models and local autocorrelation analyses in GeoDa require
specification of a neighborhood distance. We defined neighborhoods as the distance within
which conflict locations exhibited spatial clustering. We estimated the nearest neighbor distance
distribution function using the Gest command in the spatstat package (Baddeley and Turner
2005) for program R, and compared the observed distribution of nearest neighbor distances
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between conflict locations to the distributions generated by simulated random point patterns.
The distance at which the observed distribution for conflict locations fell within the 99%
confidence envelope of simulated distributions was 1,500 m, indicating locations closer than
1,500 m were more clustered than at random. We therefore used an equal weight matrix defining
all conflict locations within 1,500 m as neighbors in spatial models and for local autocorrelation
analysis.
We evaluated predictive ability of best fitting models on the original data using K-folds
cross validation (Boyce et al. 2002). We first divided the data into 10 20% testing and 80%
training sets. We partitioned predicted conflict intensity for testing data into 10 equal bins,
ranked from high to low, and compared these to the number of actual conflict locations within
each bin using Spearman’s rank correlation (Boyce et al. 2002). We used variables and
coefficients from the top ranked spatial model, which estimated the relationship between
variables and conflict intensity after accounting for autocorrelation in locations, to produce a
statewide map of predicted conflict intensity, illustrating high and low risk areas.
RESULTS
We spatially referenced 1,589 reports of black bear damage occurring during 2008–2012 (Fig.
1.1). Of the random sample of 100 spatially referenced points, 88% were within 30 m of actual
structures at the specified address, indicating sufficient location accuracy. Income, distance to
wetland, distance to main stem streams, housing density, distance to forest, forest edge density,
and percent forest cover were significant univariate predictors (i.e., P < 0.05) based on Wald’s
chi-square test. Correlations among these variables ranged from r = −0.38 to r = 0.35. Forest
edge density and percent forest cover were correlated within 0.0625-km2 (r = 0.63, P = 0.03, and
0.25-km2 (r = 0.58, P = 0.08) windows. However, they were not collinear as calculated at the 1-
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km2 window scale (r = 0.26, P ≤ 0.001), which we previously identified as the best
characterization for these variables based on AIC score. We selected a bandwidth of 5 km for
kernel density estimation because it produced an intensity surface with the strongest correlations
to potential predictor variables of those tested.
The natural habitat model including variables describing both forest and riparian area
effects had the lowest AIC score and no other models were competing (i.e., ∆AIC > 2 units).
This top-ranked model indicated that increased forest edge density, intermediate percent forest
cover, intermediate distance to wetlands, and proximity to streams were predictors of conflict
locations in Connecticut (Table 1.1). Distance to forest edge was not included in the top-ranked
model, and all models containing percent forest cover and edge density were more supported
without distance to edge (Table 1.1). Percent forest cover was quadratically related to conflict
intensity, such that an intermediate amount of forested land (42%) was associated with the
highest intensity of conflict. At low forest cover, our top-ranked model predicted an increase of
0.03 km2 of forest to increase conflict intensity by 1 conflicts/km2. Similarly, an increase in
forest edge of 13.2% corresponded to an additional 1 conflicts/km2.
A model containing housing density in addition to variables in the top-ranked natural
habitat model received the greatest AIC support (Table 1.1), and we found a positive relationship
between the density of houses and conflict intensity (Table 1.2). An additional 3874 houses/km2
was predicted to increase conflict intensity by 1 conflicts/km2. Although not the top model, an
anthropogenic model with housing density and household income was moderately supported
(Akaike weight, ωAIC = 0.17) and received a lower AIC score than the top-ranked natural
habitat model (Table 1.1). Additionally, the top-ranked non-spatial regression model included
the same set of predictor variables as the top-ranked spatial model but also indicated a positive
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relationship with median household income, in which high income census tracts were associated
with conflict locations (β = 8.15×10-7, P ≤ 0.001).
Residuals produced by the best spatial model had low global autocorrelation among all
conflict locations (I = 0.099, P < 0.001). Additionally, only 4% of locations showed significant
local autocorrelation within 1,500 m neighborhoods. Cross validation indicated that the topranked spatial model provided good prediction for the spatial distribution of conflicts in
Connecticut (rs = 1, P ≤ 0.001). Using coefficients from the most supported spatial model, the
distribution of predicted human-black bear conflict intensities across Connecticut, given
statewide occupancy by black bears, indicate low risk of conflict in urbanized areas (i.e., central
and coastal Connecticut), and relatively high risk in forested population centers (i.e., western
Connecticut) (Fig. 1.3).
DISCUSSION
Human development interspersed within forested habitat facilitated contact between
bears and humans in Connecticut, with conflict locations best explained by amount of forest
cover and edge density. We attribute this pattern to the high level of housing dispersed within
Connecticut’s continuously forested landscape. Proximity of forest patches was not important in
predicting conflict locations in Connecticut. We also found evidence that the rate of bear
damage reporting may differ among neighborhoods according to socioeconomic status, based on
the inclusion of census tract median household income in a moderately supported spatial model
and the top-ranked ordinary regression model. We conclude that land use patterns strongly
affect the spatial distribution of human-black bear conflicts in exurban contexts such as
Connecticut.
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Intermediate percent forest cover was associated with the highest probability of conflict
occurrence, with low probability of conflicts in places with little forest cover (e.g., downtown
Torrington) or in places with large tracts of forest (Fig. 1.3). Intuitively, as the amount of forest
surrounding a given location increases from 0, the probability of human-bear conflicts is
expected to rise as a function of greater overlap between bear habitat and human housing. We
found conflict probabilities declined at high forest coverage after an intermediate maximum
(42% forest cover). The inclusion of percent forest edge, which is an indicator of forest
fragmentation, in the top-ranked model suggested that a description of forest configuration is
needed in addition to total amount to explain variation in conflict probabilities across locations
(Table 1.1).
Increased forest edge density increased the likelihood of conflict. In rural and
undeveloped landscape contexts, fragmented forests can promote bear presence by providing
multiple food sources associated with habitat mosaics and edges (Baldwin and Bender 2012),
and bears may simply be more likely to frequent these areas in Connecticut. However, exurban
forest edges are created in large part by human development. In Connecticut, 68% of all nonforested land is developed, with high edge density indicative of a development footprint on
forested lands. This arrangement provides bears greater opportunity and access to anthropogenic
foods and attractants relative to the same amount of forest cover consisting of less edge.
The relationships between forest cover, edge density, and conflict intensity are important
to consider in the context of exurban development. This pattern of land use places housing
within native habitats because natural landscapes are viewed by many homeowners as desirable
(Rudzitis 1999, Rasker and Hansen 2000). This perforation creates an extensive interface
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between natural bear habitat and housing. Our results demonstrated such land use patterns
facilitate interactions between bears and humans in exurban areas.
In Missoula, Montana, the probability of human-black bear conflict locations was
positively related to intermediate housing density and proximity to large (>100 km2) forest
patches (Merkel et al 2011). Inconsistency in predictors between Connecticut and Montana
likely reflects differences in land use patterns. Housing in Connecticut is typical of exurban land
use, which perforates rather than fragments a continuous forest canopy (Fig 2a.). Much of the
non-urban residential area in Connecticut included a predominance of intermixed (WUI
classification) land use (Fig. 1.2b), indicating forest cover was ubiquitously distributed among
housing (and vice versa). With houses located extensively within forests that are suitable bear
habitat (Garshelis and Pelton 1981, Rogers 1987, Powell et al. 1997, Mitchell et al. 2002), the
local abundance and structure of forest at a given location determined conflict intensity rather
than forest proximity. Further, conflict intensity increased with housing density because these
locations were largely surrounded by forest. In both Montana and Connecticut, conflicts
between black bears and humans occurred at the interface of housing and natural land cover.
Differences in significant predictors illustrate the importance of local land use patterns in
facilitating conflicts between humans and black bears.
We believe the positive effect of mean household income on the intensity of human-bear
conflict in the most supported non-spatial model, and a spatial model with more support than the
top-ranked natural habitat model, suggested residents of high income areas had an increased
propensity for reporting incidents. The reduced importance, as indicated by model weight, of
income in spatial compared to non-spatial models suggests income may be associated with
spatial autocorrelation of conflict locations – a result consistent with changes in rates of
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reporting. We reached this conclusion because although high income areas may contain unique
bear attractants such as orchards, vineyards, beehives, or livestock, only 2.5% of conflicts
involved damage to these items, indicating such features did not play a major role in attracting
bears to high income properties.
One possible explanation for increased reporting rates in high-income census tracts is the
potentially high monetary value of damaged property in these areas. The cost of wildlife damage
can decrease tolerance for wildlife on and around private property (Conover 1998), and generate
demand for management efforts such as lethal control (Bangs and Shivik 2001, Decker et al.
2006, Muhly and Musiani 2009). Therefore, greater cost of bear damage could increase the
likelihood of complaints. However, 82% of damage reports in Connecticut involved bears
rummaging in garbage or destroying bird feeders, making damage expense an unlikely
explanation for reporting rates.
Instead, we suggest that high-income areas in Connecticut may have lower black bear
acceptance capacity (Decker and Purdy 1988). Previous studies have found that citizens’
perception and attitudes toward wildlife can vary according to a wide variety of social factors
including demographics, occupation, education level, media exposure, and the nature of
interactions with wildlife (Kaltenborn et al. 1999, Bright et al. 2000, Naughton-Treves et al.
2003, Gore et al. 2007, Siemer et al. 2007, Don Carlos 2008). Public tolerance for wildlife is a
function of the balance of perceived benefits and costs presented by wildlife populations
(Conover 2001, Decker et al. 2002, 2006); therefore, bears are likely viewed as a potential risk
with little benefit by residents of high-income census tracts. Our results highlight the potential
need to consider spatial variation in stakeholder attitudes when making and evaluating black bear
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management decisions (Gore 2006) because social carrying capacity may change over small
spatial scales.
Variation in social carrying capacity will be important to consider when managing bears
in an exurban context because of potentially opposing views toward management actions. For
example, bear hunting can reduce human-bear conflicts by limiting the size of bear populations
and re-enforcing wariness of humans (Brody and Pelton 1989, Mattson 1990). However, the
institution of bear hunting can be a socially contentious issue (Harker and Bates 2007). In
exurban and suburban contexts, hunting over bait may be the only applicable method to
implement harvest (Hristienko and MacDonald 2007) because of the relatively close spacing of
housing, division of private lands, firearm discharge restrictions, and trespassing laws. If support
of hunting for bear management changes at the scale of census tracts, localized decisions
regarding acceptable methods will be needed to preserve its viability as a management option
across a wider range of landscapes.
Likewise, high-risk areas with low support for lethal management can be targeted for
education programs and local legislation aimed at modifying human behavior (e.g., town garbage
ordinances). Such practices can be effective at preventing conflicts at localized scales
(MacArthy and Seavoy 1994, Peine 2001), minimizing the need for responsive management
actions (e.g., translocation and aversive conditioning) that can involve substantial resource
requirements (Rauer et al. 2003). Identification of high-risk and high-demand areas would allow
managers to focus human behavior modification strategies where there is the greatest potential
for return on investment.
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IMPLICATIONS
As black bear range continues to expand in the northeast United States, our model can be
used to proactively reduce the potential for conflict between bears and humans by informing
housing development and targeting preventative management actions. Housing built within
natural settings is generally seen as an amenity of exurbia, but our results demonstrate this
arrangement comes with increased risk of conflicts with bears. Our findings suggest that a more
distinct segregation of forest cover and housing would likely reduce conflicts. These patterns
should be considered in areas where minimizing bear damage is a high priority and/or opposition
to management actions is strong. The variables associated with high conflict intensity identified
in our model also indicate areas of Connecticut with high potential for human-black bear conflict
not yet reporting incidents. Such areas should be targeted for proactive measures such as public
education programs and garbage ordinances, particularly those at the leading edge of bear range
in Connecticut.
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CHANGES IN BEAR DENSITY WITH DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the consequences of changing land-use patterns on ecological processes is
critical to the conservation of natural resources (Ricketts & Imhoff, 2003), as urban areas are
growing on average twice as fast as their human populations (Seto et al., 2011). In the United
States exurban development has been the fastest growing pattern of land-use (Brown et al.,
2005). Broadly defined as 6 – 50 houses/km2 (Theobald, 2004), exurban development is
distinguished from urban and suburban development by greater preservation of natural land
cover around houses (Theobald, 2001; Clark et al., 2009). This intermixing of development and
natural land cover blurs traditional urban-rural distinctions, and these landscapes are increasingly
being studied as intermixed ecosystems (Zipperer et al., 2000). The effects of such intermixed
land-use on wildlife have yet to be fully articulated, benefiting some species and hindering others
(Hansen et al., 2005; Bar-Massada et al., 2014). Quantifying the response of wildlife to new
patterns of land-use will help anticipate the impact of future development on wildlife populations
and plan conservation strategies.
Intermixed ecosystems have led to a proliferation of synanthropic wildlife – species that
exhibit positive demographic or numeric responses in developed areas (Johnston, 2001;
McKinney, 2006). The benefits of anthropogenic resources and refuge (Waite et al., 2007) can
lead to increased survival and reproduction (Marzluff & Ewing, 2001; DeStefano & DeGraaf,
2003; Gehrt et al., 2010). While many carnivores avoid development (Cardillo et al., 2004), a
number of species have increased densities in developed landscapes (see Bateman et al., 2012 for
a review). Carnivore cohabitation with humans spans a gradient from avoidance, to ‘urban
adapters’ that tolerate development and rely on natural resources, to synanthropes with positive
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association with development (McKinney, 2006). These relationships are likely influenced by
the specific pattern of development, and identifying landscape characteristics affecting species’
distributions, will be important to anticipate how changing land-use patterns affect the
abundance and distribution of carnivore populations. Relationships between density and landuse patterns can distinguish between avoidance, tolerance, and synathropy.
The American black bear (Ursus americanus) has become a species at the center of urbanwildlife research. Once extirpated from much of North America, populations have been
recolonizing the former range over the last several decades (Garshelis & Hristienko, 2006).
Black bear have traditionally been considered to require large amounts of natural land cover –
including forest, shrubland, and wetland habitats (Powell et al., 1997) - and to be negatively
affected by anthropogenic disturbance (Dixon et al., 2007; Brodeur et al., 2008). However,
populations are expanding into developed areas, often exploiting anthropogenic foods (Ranglack
et al., 2009; Merkle et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2015). In urban-rural systems, bears select high
quality natural resources when available, indicating tolerance of development (Baruch-Mordo et
al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015). However, bears are increasingly recolonizing exurban areas
(Ellingwood, 2003; Evans et al., 2014), and use of these intermixed ecosystems may differ from
urban or suburban landscapes.
The recent re-establishment of a black bear population in Connecticut presents an
opportunity to understand how expanding carnivore populations respond to emerging
development patterns. Bear range in the state encompasses a spectrum of housing densities,
including primarily intermixed exurban and suburban development, with patches of rural and
urban areas. In this context, changes in black bear density can be quantified across a gradient of
development patterns. If bears are urban adapters, tolerating development, we would expect to
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find an inverse relationship between development intensity and bear densities. Conversely,
elevated densities in and around development would provide evidence that bears are
synanthropic, benefiting by living in intermixed ecosystems in close proximity to humans.
Finally, uniform bear densities across this landscape would indicate a generalist strategy
(Rosenzweig, 1981). As exurban development proliferates, these distinctions will be important
for predicting the persistence of these large carnivores, and identifying the degree to which
intermixed ecosystems support the occurrence of bears and people.
Here we rank competing hypotheses about which characteristics of intermixed
ecosystems were associated with variations in black bear density. We hypothesized that the
degree of interspersion of housing and forest cover would determine bear density, and predicted
that the Wildland-Urban Interface classification (Radeloff et al., 2005) would best explain
variation in bear density. Our second objective was to identify land-use patterns that maximize
bear density, including thresholds at which densities change drastically. We hypothesized that
intermixed land-use would elevate bear densities by providing forest cover and additional
anthropogenic foods (Mazur & Seher, 2008; Greenleaf et al., 2009). We also hypothesized that
the numerical response of black bear to development would differ between males and females,
due to differences in dispersal (Moyer et al., 2006; Costello et al., 2008) and behavior at range
peripheries between the sexes (Beckmann & Berger, 2003b; Sato et al., 2011).
METHODS
Study Area and Sample Collection
We used non-invasive hair corrals (Woods et al., 1999) to collect hair samples from black
bears in northwest Connecticut. Corrals consisted of two strands of barbed wire spaced at 30 cm
and 45 cm off of the ground, creating an enclosure of ~5x5 m. We used non-nutritional scent
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lures applied to log piles at the center of corrals, and rags hung over corrals, to attract bears to
sampling locations while minimizing the potential for a trap-happy response. We used multiple,
intensive (Wilton et al., 2014) sampling grids to systematically distribute hair corrals across four
study areas. Grids encompassed the entire reproductive range of black bear in western CT, and
spanned the full gradient of housing densities therein (Fig. 2.1).
Grid cells were 2.5 km2 to accommodate 3 – 4 sampling locations within an area the size of a
female summer home range (approx. 30 km2, CT DEEP unpublished data). North grid consisted
of 49 sampling locations in the northwest corner of CT, and covered 271 km2. Land cover on
and around this grid was primarily forested, with an average housing density of 6.8 km-2. East
grid had 48 sampling locations across 215 km2 of suburban and exurban areas of CT, with an
average housing density of 83.6 km-2. South grid was 220 km2 containing 50 sampling sites.
This grid was located in an attempt to span the southern extent of reproductive bear range.
Average housing density within South grid was 23.2 km-2. Barkhamsted grid consisted of 25
sites over 95 km2. Barkhamsted grid was similarly forested but contained higher housing
densities (mean = 37.3 km-2) than North grid.
Bear hair was collected over two sampling years during June – August, 2013 and 2014. Hair
samples were collected from corrals and stored in individually labeled coin envelopes weekly,
producing 12 sampling occasions in 2013 and 11 occasions in 2014. Corrals on Barkhamsted
grid were only operated during 2014 and only the northernmost 25 corrals were operated in
South grid in 2014. All hairs deposited on a single barb were considered a single sample. New
scent lure was applied at each visit. We used four different scents over the course of each
sampling season to increase trap novelty and minimize a behavioral response to previous
detection. Within a sampling occasion, the same lure was applied at all sites.
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Genetic Methods
We extracted DNA from hair follicles using the InstaGene Matrix (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA) following the protocol of Eggert et al. (2005). We assessed restriction fragment
length polymorphisms at the cytochrome b region following digestion with DdeI and ApoI to
confirm species identification. We compared amplified fragment sizes to positive controls of
black bear, raccoon (Procyon lotor), domestic dog (Canis familiaris), red fox (Vulpes vulpes),
coyote (Canis latrans), and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) eliminating all samples
not producing a positive bear genotype.
To identify individuals we amplified extracted DNA from all bear samples at seven
polymorphic microsatellite loci (G1A, G10B, G10L, G10P, G1D, G10M, G1C; Paetkau &
Strobeck, 1994, 1998). We determined individual sex by amplifying the Amelogenin gene
(Carmichael et al., 2005). We used the redesigned primer pairs of Kristensen et al. (2011) to
increase genotyping efficiency using low concentration and potentially degraded DNA. All PCR
reactions were performed in a UV-sterilized hood, following the multiplex genotyping protocol
of Puckett et al. (2014). Each 96-well plate contained extracted DNA from a bear handled by
CT DEEP during den visits as a positive control. Products were separated in a DNA Analyzer
(ABI 3730, Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA, USA) at the University of Missouri DNA Core
Facility (Columbia, MO). We scored the size of fluorescently labeled DNA fragments against
size standards (GeneScan 600 LIZ, Life Technologies, Waltham, MA, USA) to generate
genotype data using GENEMARKER v1.97 (Soft Genetics, State College, PA).
We estimated PID and PIDsibs (Waits et al., 2001) in GenAlEx (Peakall & Smouse, 2006) to
confirm sufficient power of our marker set to identify unique individuals. We used the multitubes approach (Taberlet et al., 1996) to produce consensus genotypes, amplifying and scoring
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up to five replicates of a sample to confirm heterozygous genotypes in at least two replicates, and
homozygous genotypes three times. Samples were required to have consensus genotypes of at
least 6 loci to be considered in further analyses. We used MICRO-CHECKER v2.2.3 (Van
Oosterhout et al., 2004) to test for deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium due to null
alleles and scoring errors. To minimize the possibility for shadow effects (Mills et al., 2000) to
bias density estimation, we assessed genotyping error leading to misidentification of individuals
using DROUPOUT v1.2 (McKelvey & Schwartz, 2005). We re-genotyped individuals that
differed at 3 or fewer loci, and allowed a mismatch at 1 locus following this step when
determining recaptures. Finally, to minimize the potential for biasing density estimates by
erroneously considering dependent young as independent samples, we used ML-Relate
(Kalinowski et al., 2006) to identify parent-offspring pairs detected at a single hair corral at a
single sampling occasion and treated these groups as a single individual.
Density Modeling
We used spatial mark-recapture (SMRC) methodology (Gardner et al., 2009) to estimate bear
population densities around each study grid, and across all study grids in western CT. This
approach considers the observed history of individual detections and their locations as a function
of two processes; the latent density of individual activity centers, and detection probability as a
function of distance between activity centers to trap locations. Detection probability is described
by two parameters; g0, which indicates the probability of detection for an individual with an
activity center at a sampling site, and sigma, which defines the rate of decline in detection
probability as a function of distance from a sampling site. Additionally, the density of activity
centers can be modeled as inhomogeneous poisson processes, varying according to spatial
covariates. Models were implemented using the secr package (Efford, 2012) for Program R v
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3.0.2 (R Development Core Team, 2014). To fit SMRC models, grids were buffered by 10 km.
This distance was determined by the “suggest.buffer” function, which selects a distance beyond
which further decline in detection probability is negligible. We refer to these buffered extents as
North, East, South and Barkhamsted study areas, and the buffered extent of all sampling
locations as the Combined study area.
We tested hypotheses regarding what landscape features correspond to variation in bear
density by fitting inhomogeneous density models in which estimated bear density varied as a
function of different landscape classifications. Each classification represented a different
hypothesis regarding how intermixed landscapes affect the distribution of individuals (see Fig.
S1). Classifications included forested vs. non-forested land cover (FOREST), level of
development as indicated by housing density (DEV), and the Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI)
land-use classification. These hypotheses were mutually exclusive, and therefore did not appear
in models together. While currently limited to the western half of CT, black bear range has been
expanding south following an initial recolonization in the northern part of the state (CT DEEP,
unpublished data). Therefore, we considered the effect of a trend in densities according to
latitude (Y), both alone and in addition to each of the land cover hypotheses.
We created the FOREST classification by reclassifying 30 m NLCD 2010 (Fry et al., 2011)
land cover data. All forest classes, forested wetlands, and emergent wetland classes were
combined into a single ‘forest’ class, and all other categories comprised ‘non-forested’ land
cover. We used Wildland-Urban Interface data to derive our DEV classification. We aggregated
census blocks into rural (< 6 houses/km2), exurban (6 – 49 houses/km2), suburban (50 – 750
houses/km2), and urban (> 750 houses/km2) areas. These bins are used by WUI to define
subcategories of land-use, and correspond with previous land-use definitions (U.S. Census
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Bureau, 2000; Theobald, 2001). We also created the WUI classification from Wildland-Urban
Interface data, aggregating census blocks classified as vegetated, intermix, interface, and
developed land-use. Intermixed areas have > 50% forest cover and 6 – 750 houses/km2, thus
including both exurban and suburban areas. We used the maptools (Bivand & Lewin-Koh, 2014)
package to add the value of each of these spatial variables as ‘habitat’ covariates of points in
mask objects used to fit and estimate models of inhomogeneous density in secr.
We used a two-stage approach to select the appropriate detection function, and then test
hypothesized relationships between bear density and landscape composition. First, we fit a set of
candidate models of homogenous density, and all combinations of detection probability
covariates. We considered heterogeneity in detection probability among individuals as a
function of previous capture history, and among trapping locations as a function of percent forest
cover within 1 km2. To account for potential differences in detection between sexes, and to
estimate sex ratios, all detection models were fit as hybrid mixture models with sex as an
individual covariate (using the “hcov” argument of the “secr.fit” function). We refer to these
candidate sets as detection models, which were identical for all study areas (see Table S2.). We
then evaluated the addition of variable density to the top ranked detection model in each study
area. We considered the same candidate set of density hypotheses which included our
classifications of FOREST, DEV, WUI, and a north-south trend (Y) (Table 2.1).
We evaluated model support in an information theoretic framework using Akaike’s
Information Criterion adjusted for small sample size (AICc; Akaike, 1974; Burnham &
Anderson, 2002). AICc weights were used to indicate relative model support and evaluate
hypothesized relationships. We applied this approach to identify the best model of bear densities
in each study area and across the Combined study area, as well as for males and females
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separately within the Combined study area. Sex ratios were determined using the mixing
proportion of males and females estimated from the top ranked model in each study area.
Differences in sex ratios were evaluated using a likelihood ratio test between the top model, and
an identical model in which the mixing proportion was fixed. We used this approach to examine
whether sex ratios differed from 50:50 in each study area, and whether sex ratios differed
between study areas.
We used the top ranked model from each study area to estimate black bear densities and
abundance in that study area using the “region.N” function in secr, which integrates estimated
densities across a defined region. We used the top ranked model from the Combined study area
to identify the extent of black bear range, to map the distribution of bear densities across western
CT, and estimate bear abundance within that range. To produce a density map, we evaluated the
top ranked model across the corresponding habitat mask bounded by Connecticut’s northern,
western, and southern borders as well as the Connecticut River. We defined the southern extent
of bear range in the state by the latitude at which estimated bear density declined to zero.
RESULTS
We collected 814 hair samples in 2013 and 1226 hair samples in 2014, of which 935 were
genetically determined to be black bear. We successfully obtained individual genotypes from
734 samples. Our set of seven microsatellite loci provided sufficient power to distinguish unique
individuals (PID = 5.2 x 10-10, PIDsibs = 1.5 x 10-4). Micro-Checker did not indicate evidence of
deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium due to null alleles or genotyping error at any loci.
We found 11 instances of putative parent-offspring pairs detected at the same location within a
sampling occasion. These detections included 17 genetic individuals which we functionally
treated as 6 independent individuals.
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We detected 235 unique individuals and determined sex of 198 bears (93 male, 105 female).
We did not detect the same individual on multiple sampling grids within a year, but detected 3
individuals (1F, 2 M) on different sampling grids between years. On the North grid 48 of 49
sites produced bear hair, corresponding to 117 individuals. On the East grid, 62 individuals were
detected at 37 out of 48 sites. On the Barkhamsted grid, 47 individuals were detected and at 22
out of 25 sites in 2014. Only 10 individuals were detected at 11 of the 50 South grid sites. This
prevented reliable estimates of abundance or density within the South study area. For
comparison between disparate landscape contexts, we report abundance and density estimates
from North and East study areas, and include data from the South and Barkhamsted grids in our
analyses for the Combined study area.
On North study area, we found a trap-happy behavioral response among individuals, with g0
increasing and sigma decreasing following first encounter (ωi = 0.999). Using this detection
function, a model of homogenous bear density had more support (ωi = 0.903) than any model
including variable bear density (Table 2.1). Estimated bear density for this sampling area was
0.11 ± 8.5x10-3 individuals/km2, resulting in estimated population sizes across the 10km buffered
North study area of 86.4 ± 1.94 in 2013 and 102.2 ± 1.94 in 2014. Estimated sex ratio was 70:30
female to male (pmix = 0.69 ± 0.04), and differed significantly from a 50:50 ratio (χ2 = 9.95, df =
1, P = 0.001).
On East study area, detection probability was a function of percent forest cover (ωi = 0.955),
with increasing g0 and decreasing sigma with increasing forest cover. Both the DEV and
FOREST hypotheses received AICc support greater than 0.10 (Table 2.1). We therefore used
model averaged parameter values to estimate bear densities in East study area. Estimated bear
density in areas of forest cover in East study area was 0.24 ± 4.5x10-2 individuals/km2 and
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approached zero in non-forest. Estimated population sizes across this study area were 180.1 ±
29.9 in 2013 and 165.2 ± 29.9 in 2014. Estimated sex ratio was 60:40 female to male (pmix =
0.60 ± 0.09). This sex ratio in East study area differed from the estimated sex ratio in North
study area (χ2 = 96.45, df = 1, P < 0.001).
Within the Combined study area, the percent forest cover detection function was the most
supported detection model (ωi = 0.999). Both the DEV and DEV+Y hypotheses received AICc
support greater than 0.10 (Table 2.1). Using model averaged parameters, the highest estimated
densities of bear evaluated at the mean latitude in the Combined study area were in places of
exurban housing density (0.18 ± 2.0x10-2 individuals/km2). Estimated density in rural areas was
0.12 ± 1.9x10-2 individuals/km2. Suburban areas had an estimated density of 0.02 ± 3.8 x10-2
bears/km2, and estimated bear density in urban areas was effectively zero (Table 2.2). Estimated
population sizes across the Combined study area were 411.0 ± 29.7 in 2013 and 415.6 ± 29.7 in
2014. Estimated sex ratio was 66:34 female to male (pmix = 0.66 ± 0.05), which was
significantly different from 50:50 (χ2 = 9.95, df = 1, P = 0.001). Extrapolation of this top ranked
model across western CT indicated bear densities were zero at the southern extent of our
sampling area, and the population is effectively bounded by high density development along the
Connecticut River (Fig. 2.2). Estimated bear abundance in western CT was 427.3 ± 29.7.
After identifying housing density as the most supported landscape element corresponding to
variations in bear density, we fit a post hoc model of bear density as a function of continuous
housing density and a latitudinal trend to data from the Combined study area. This model
included a squared housing density predictor, to accommodate the potentially quadratic
relationship indicated by the results of our DEV model and used the top ranked detection
function from the Combined study area. Because bear densities in suburban and urban density
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housing areas were zero, we truncated housing density data at 50 houses/km2 to quantify a
relationship over the range of housing densities at which bears persisted. Maximum estimated
bear density occurred at 13.2 houses /km2 (95% CI = 7.5 – 18.2 houses/km2; Fig. 2.3).
Male and female data were too sparse to test models of variable density for each sex within
North and East study areas. We proceeded with sex specific model fitting for the Combined
study area. Females exhibited a trap-happy behavioral response (ωi =0.970; Table 2.1), whereas
detection probability of males was a function of percent forest cover surrounding hair corrals (ωi
= 0.997; Table 2.1). For both sexes, we found two competing models of density, as both the
DEV and DEV + Y hypotheses received greater than 0.10 of available AICc support. The order
of support was reversed between sexes. DEV + Y was the most supported model of female
density (ωi = 0.687) followed by DEV (ωi = 0.235), whereas among males DEV received greater
support (ωi = 0.622) than DEV +Y (ωi = 0.285; Table 2.1).
Model averaged estimates of female bear densities evaluated at the mean latitude of the
Combined study area were equal in exurban (0.100 ± 0.026 females/km2), and rural areas (0.095
± 0.038; Table 2.2). Estimated male bear densities were higher in exurban (0.058 ± 0.022
males/km2), relative to rural areas (0.037 ± 0.018 males/km2). Estimates of male and female
densities in both suburban and urban housing density areas (>50 houses/km2) were effectively 0
(Table 2.2).
DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that black bears exhibit a positive numerical response in exurban areas,
thus suggesting a positive synanthropic relationship with this development pattern. We found
strong evidence supporting the hypothesis that housing density, rather than forest cover, is the
primary determinant of black bear density in intermixed ecosystems. Despite some similarity in
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their categorization of our study area, we found a large gap in model support between the DEV
and WUI hypotheses in all study areas (Table 2.1), and thus our hypothesis that the distinction
between intermixed and interfaced development predicting bear density was not supported. We
found that densities in exurban areas (6 – 49 houses/km2) were elevated relative to rural and
undeveloped areas (< 6 houses/km2), with peak bear density occurring at 7.5 - 18.2 houses/km2
(Fig. 2.3). These relationships predict expanding black bear populations recolonizing exurban
areas, but a lack of persistence among more intense development.
Elevated black bear densities may constitute second order - home ranges within the
population range (Johnson, 1980) – habitat selection for exurban areas. Bears densities may be
elevated in this context because increased food availability can reduce intraspecific competition
and increase fecundity (Powell, 1987; Moyer et al., 2007; Mitchell & Powell, 2007; Hostetler et
al., 2009). Although we found no evidence of movements between grids within sampling
periods, despite small distances between grids (Max = 16.5 km), we attribute this result to
intentionally sampling during summer, when individuals occupy well-defined home ranges
(DEEP unpublished data). However, particularly within East study area, housing densities in
Connecticut change over a spatial scale within the extent of daily and summer movements
(Powell, 1987; Dobey et al., 2005). Finally, bears may move among grids during fall foraging
movements to track seasonal mast production (Beeman & Pelton, 1980), and 3 individuals were
detected on different grids in different years. Given the scale of variation in land-use patterns in
Connecticut relative to black bear movement capabilities, we assume all areas were available to
be used by the black bear population.
Black bears share many of the same behavioral traits as common synanthropes (Bateman and
Fleming 2012), and our findings contribute to a growing body of research that human
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development provides some benefit to ecologically flexible species. Large-bodied carnivores are
likely able to evaluate landscapes at large spatial scales (Lidicker Jr, 1999), and movement
capabilities enable these species to traverse hostile matrices (Gehrig & Swihart, 2003). However
association with humans by large, obligate carnivores is often restricted to rural landscapes
(Bateman & Fleming, 2012). As omnivores with high learning capacity and behavioral plasticity
(Gilbert, 1989; Mazur & Seher, 2008), black bears can exploit novel resources (e.g.; garbage,
bird feeders, etc.) in human-modified landscapes. While bears do not recognize the sharp
delineations used to test hypotheses, our results reflect a difference in rates of black bear
occurrence in rural, exurban, and suburban areas.
Differences between the DEV and WUI landscape classifications illustrate important
thresholds determining bear densities in intermixed landscapes. The lack of support for the
Wildland-Urban Interface model was surprising, as we expected both the intensity and
arrangement of development relative to forest cover to be important. The primary difference
between the two classifications was the intermixed WUI category (see Fig. S1), which include
exurban and suburban areas with at least 50% forest cover (Radeloff et al., 2005). In the
Combined study area, a high portion of both exurban (94.2%) and suburban (72.36%) areas were
intermixed. Greater support for DEV relative to WUI suggests that bear densities in areas with
>50% forest cover differ when housing densities are above and below 50 houses/km2.
In East study area, correlation between exurban areas and high forest cover was likely
responsible for the model selection uncertainty between FOREST and DEV hypotheses. The
majority of exurban census blocks (74.9%) had >75% forest cover. In contrast, while a high
portion of suburban blocks were intermixed, only 38.4% were at least 75% forested. Therefore,
non-forested areas in the East study area contained primarily suburban and urban housing
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densities. Thus, East study area models indicating high bear densities in forested areas were
indistinguishable from models indicating high bear densities in exurban areas. Models from the
Combined study area contained areas of suburban with high forest and exurban with non-forest,
and indicate that the DEV hypothesis is the best explanation of bear density
Our post-hoc model of bear density quantified the non-linear relationship between bear
density and housing density and identified a development threshold to black bear synanthropy.
Bear densities declined above 18.2 houses/km2, falling to zero as housing density reached 35 –
50 km-2 (Fig. 2.3). Although bears are regularly reported in intensely developed areas, our
results suggest that populations are unlikely to persist in expanses of suburban housing. Bears
using urban-wildland interfaces exhibit avoidance of highly developed areas, shift to nocturnal
behavior (Beckmann & Berger, 2003a; Lyons, 2005) and reduce use of urban areas when natural
foods are more available (Baruch-Mordo et al., 2014). Our results help resolve positive and
negative response to development in the literature by showing elevated bear densities in exurban
areas, tolerance of suburban housing densities in certain landscape contexts, and evidence as to
when development may preclude occurrence of bears and people.
Density is not necessarily an indicator of habitat quality (Van Horne, 1983), and black bears
experience both positive and negative demographic responses to development (Beckmann &
Berger, 2003a; Beckmann & Lackey, 2008; Hostetler et al., 2009). Urban fringes support
persistent male biased sex ratios, and skewed age distributions towards younger individuals
(Beckmann & Berger, 2003b; Johnson et al., 2015), and we found sex ratios become more male
biased with increasing housing density (Fig. 2.2). In Connecticut, both housing density and
increased male dispersal from core areas during range expansion (Swenson et al., 1998; Sato et
al., 2011) likely contribute to these patterns. A population structure more skewed toward young
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males can negatively impact population growth, as females drive reproduction (Powell et al.,
1996; Clark & Eastridge, 2006), and males can be a significant mortality source for juvenile
bears (LeCount, 1987). Sex ratios, and reproductive rates should be monitored by managers to
fully anticipate population level response of black bears to exurban development.
Wildlife use of developed areas often leads to conflict between wildlife and humans (Kretser
et al., 2009; Evans et al., 2014), and spatially explicit density estimates can be used to anticipate
the future distribution of recolonizing populations. Our estimates of density at northern latitudes
in CT (0.26 bears/km2) were similar to other black bear populations, such as upstate New York
(0.2/km2; Gardner et al., 2010), New Hampshire (0.15 – 0.25; Coster et al., 2011), and Florida
(0.12 – 0.14; Dobey et al., 2005), indicating the population in northern Connecticut is near
equilibrium. Our top ranked Combined study area model included a North-South density trend
and we used the latitude at which estimated bear densities reached zero to define the current
southern extent of recolonization (Fig. 2.2). This trend suggests that bear density may increase
within central and southern latitudes in Connecticut, places that already receive many conflict
reports.
IMPLICATIONS
Our results illustrate the fine line between beneficial and detrimental land-use patterns for
recovering carnivore populations. Large carnivore abundances in North America and Europe
have increased despite concurrent increases in human density (Linnell et al., 2001; Chapron et
al., 2014). Our finding that bear densities were elevated in exurban, relative to rural areas
suggests that as exurban development proliferates, high density bear populations may be
expected to co-occur with people. Managers should anticipate increases in human-black bear
conflict associated with exurban development (Evans et al., 2014). Our results also indicate that
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development above 50 houses/km2 may create areas that bears traverse but do not persist within
(Long et al., 2010). Where black bear and human populations are simultaneously expanding,
there is concern that increased development will reduce available habitat for bears (Bettigole et
al., 2014). Land-use planning considering conservation of carnivores should account for the
likelihood of transitions beyond these thresholds, so that population growth and stability are not
overestimated.
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SPATIAL AND LANDSCAPE GENETICS
INTRODUCTION
As both intermixed ecosystems and carnivore populations expand across Europe and
North America, carnivore populations are increasingly interacting with development (Chapron et
al. 2014; Linnell et al. 2001). Recently, shifting land-use patterns towards diffuse, low-density
exurban development (Brown et al. 2005) has changed the nature of these interactions. These
land-use patterns area at times associated with loss of biodiversity and exotic species invasions
(Hansen et al. 2005; Bar-Massada et al. 2014; Blair 2004), yet also provide habitat to human
adapters, and synanthropic species (Johnston 2001; McKinney 2006). However, positive
association of wildlife with development may mask changes to ecologically and evolutionarily
important dynamics within populations occupying exurban landscapes (Van Horne 1983; Remeš
2000). It is therefore critical to the conservation and management of carnivores to understand
how populations associated with development are maintained, predict detrimental genetic
consequences, and identify the potential for ecological traps.
Historically, human land use has detrimentally affected wildlife populations by reducing
and fragmenting habitat (Saunders et al. 1991; Fischer & Lindenmayer 2007; Didham et al.
2007), and large carnivores are particularly susceptible to these effects due to their low
population densities, large spatial requirements, and long generation times (Noss et al. 1996).
Despite high mobility and dispersal potential, many large carnivores naturally exhibit significant
spatial genetic structure (Geffen et al. 2004; Rueness et al. 2003; Sacks et al. 2004). Both
intrinsic and extrinsic factors contribute to this spatial organization. Many species exhibit malebiased dispersal and female natal philopatry (Waser & Jones 1983), creating genetic patterns of
isolation by distance by which more distant individuals are less closely related (Wright 1943). In
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addition, geographic, habitat, and anthropogenic barriers may restrict the movement of
dispersing individuals (McRae et al. 2005; Riley et al. 2006; Millions & Swanson 2007).
While some carnivores cohabitate among development, at times reaching higher densities
in developed areas (Harris 1981; Riley et al. 1998; Fedriani et al. 2001; Evans et al. In Review),
the characteristics of these landscapes may alter dispersal and migration, which produce patterns
of spatial genetic structure. Instead of removing habitat, exurban landscapes integrate low and
medium density housing within natural landcover (Clark et al. 2009; Stewart et al. 2007; Rasker
& Hansen 2000), presenting animals inhabiting these landscapes with resources and mortality
sources that differ from binary urban-wildland systems. Roads are often of particular
importance, functioning as barriers to movement and connectivity (Riley et al. 2006; Roever et
al. 2010; Epps et al. 2005). Even if roads do not directly limit carnivore movement, they can be
a source of additional mortality (Bateman & Fleming 2012), which may be biased towards
individuals that move greater distances, such as males and dispersing juveniles (Baker et al.
2007). Thus, the outcome of a high prevalence of roads may be to functionally limit dispersal
and/or shift demographic population structure. These potentially detrimental effects are of
particular concern in exurban landscapes as this development pattern imbeds high densities of
roads within natural landcover (Clark et al. 2009).
Spatial genetic patterns can indicate potentially detrimental effects of inhabiting
intermixed ecosystems. The American black bear (Ursus americanus) is a prominent species
occupying these landscapes. In addition to extensive use of development, elevated densities in
exurban relative to rural areas have recently been documented (Baruch-Mordo et al. 2014;
Johnson et al. 2015; Evans et al. In Review). However, intermixed ecosystems could alter the
spatial genetic structure of bear populations in unpredictable ways, and the evolutionary
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consequences of exurban sysnanthropy are unknown. Black bears typically exhibit female
philopatry - clusters of closely related females resulting from male-biased dispersal (Rogers &
Allen 1987; Schwartz & Franzmann 1992) – a behavior important in the avoidance of inbreeding
(Moyer et al. 2006; Costello et al. 2008). The degree to which features of development in
intermixed ecosystem disrupt dispersal is also important to the genetic health of populations
(Dixon et al. 2006; Hostetler et al. 2009; Beckmann & Lackey 2008).
Spatial genetic patterns can also provide insight into the ecological processes contributing
to patterns of cohabitation with development. Elevated densities may be maintained by an
enrichment of anthropogenic resources leading to increased overlap of unrelated individuals, or
reduced home range size (Horner & Powell 1990; Atwood & Weeks Jr. 2003; Mitchell & Powell
2007; Vanak et al. 2013). With an increase in overlap of ranges of unrelated individuals,
patterns of isolation by distance are expected to be less pronounced. Additionally, relative rates
of movement between more rural and more developed areas indicate whether subpopulations are
sustained by immigration or recruitment. Even if densities are high, anthropogenic mortality
may offset benefits provided by intermixed ecosystems, creating the potential for population
sinks maintained by immigration (Beckmann & Lackey 2008). Alternatively, if resources
provided by exurban development outweigh anthropogenic mortality, synanthropic
subpopulations may be self-sustaining, and even serve as important sources of immigrants to the
surrounding population (Hellgren et al. 2005; Sweanor et al. 2000; Weaver et al. 1996).
Identifying asymmetrical immigration or emigration of individuals in intermixed ecosystems can
identify source-sink dynamics, and is therefore an important component of predicting population
persistence and vulnerability.
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Our goal was to distinguish among mechanisms explaining patterns of black bear density
across a gradient of development, and model the effect of intermixed landscapes on gene flow.
Our first objective was to test the hypothesis that overlap of unrelated individuals, rather than
reduced home range sizes, increases bear densities in exurban areas, by quantifying differences
in patterns of isolation by distance. We predicted that female philopatry would be disrupted in a
more developed landscape, due to the prevalence of housing and roads. We used a landscape
genetics approach (Manel et al. 2003) – testing for correlation between genetic similarity of
individuals and characteristics of the intervening landscape - to distinguishing among
anthropogenic and natural features that limit or facilitate dispersal. Finally, we tested the
hypothesis that populations in more developed areas are sustained by immigration by estimating
the rate and directionality of black bear migration between land-use contexts.
METHODS
Sample Collection
We used non-invasive barbed wire hair corrals (Woods et al. 1999) to collect hair
samples from black bears in northwest Connecticut (Evans et al. In Review). Corrals were
created by two strands of barbed wire strung around trees at 30 cm and 45 cm off of the ground,
creating an enclosure of ~5x5 m. We applied non-nutritional scent lures to log piles at the center
of corrals, and to rags hung above corrals to attract bears to sampling locations. We distributed
hair corrals across four study areas, which encompassed the majority of reproductive black bear
range in western CT, as approximated by the Connecticut Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection (DEEP). Grid cells were 2.5 km2 to accommodate 3 – 4 sampling
locations within an area the size of a female summer home range (approx. 30 km2, CT DEEP
unpublished data). North grid consisted of 49 sampling locations in the northwest corner of CT,
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and covered 271 km2. Landcover on and around North grid was primarily forested, with an
average housing density of 6.8 km-2. East grid had 48 sampling locations across 215 km2 in and
around suburban and exurban areas of CT, with an average housing density of 83.6 km-2. South
grid was 220 km2 containing 50 sampling sites. This grid was located in an attempt to span the
southern extent of reproductive bear range. Average housing density within the South grid was
23.2 km-2. Barkhamsted grid was likewise located at the CT bear population’s northern bound.
This grid consisted of only 25 sites over 95 km2. While similarly forested as North grid,
Barkhamsted grid contained higher housing densities (mean = 37.3 km-2).
We collected bear hair weekly over two sampling years during June – August 2013 and
2014. We operated corrals on Barkhamsted grid only during 2014, and in this year only the 25
northernmost corrals on South grid. During weekly visits, we collected and stored all samples in
individually labeled coin envelopes, considering all hairs deposited on a single barb as a single
sample. New scent lure was applied at each visit. We used four different scents over the course
of each sampling season (available upon request) to increase trap novelty and minimize trap
avoidance following previous detection. Within a sampling occasion, we applied the same lure
at all sites.
Genetic Methods
We extracted DNA from hair follicles using the InstaGene Matrix (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA) following the protocol of Eggert et al. (2005). We extracted DNA from a blood
sample collected by CT DEEP from a bear handled by CT DEEP during den visits for use as a
positive control using a DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) with the
manufacturer's instructions. We confirmed species identity by amplifying a fragment of the
mitochondrial cytochrome b gene using the primers HCarn200 (Bidlack et al. 2007) and
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CanidL1 (Paxinos et al. 1997), followed by digestion with DDeII and APO I. We eliminated all
samples not producing a positive bear genotype.
We identified unique individuals from all bear samples using seven polymorphic
microsatellite loci (G1A, G10B, G10L, G10P, G1D, G10M, G1C; (Paetkau & Strobeck 1998;
Paetkau & Strobeck 1994). We used the redesigned primer pairs of Kristensen et al. (2011) to
increase genotyping efficiency using low concentration and potentially degraded DNA from hair
samples. A 96-well PCR plate contained 94 samples, a negative control, and our positive control
sample. All PCR reactions were performed in a UV-sterilized hood, following the multiplex
genotyping protocol of Puckett et al. (2014). Products were separated in an ABI 3730 DNA
Analyzer at the University of Missouri DNA Core Facility (Columbia, MO). We scored the size
of fluorescently labeled DNA fragments against Genescan LIZ 600 size standards to generate
genotype data using GENEMARKER v1.97 (Soft Genetics, State College, PA).
We estimated P(ID)sibs (Waits et al. 2001) in GENALEX (Peakall & Smouse 2006) to
confirm sufficient power of our marker set to identify unique individuals. We used the multitubes approach (Taberlet et al. 1996) to produce consensus genotypes, amplifying and scoring up
to five replicates of a sample to confirm heterozygous genotypes in at least two replicates, and
homozygous genotypes three times. Samples were required to have consensus genotypes for at
least 6 loci to be considered in further analyses. We then amplified DNA from unique
individuals at an additional 6 loci (G10J, G10O, P2H03, Mu05, Mu23, Mu59) to provide greater
resolution of genetic relationships. We used DROUPOUT (McKelvey & Schwartz 2005) to
identify potential genotyping errors leading to misidentification of individuals. We re-genotyped
individuals that differed at 3 or fewer loci, and allowed a mismatch at 1 locus following this step
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when determining recaptures. We determined the sex of unique individuals by amplification of
the Amelogenin gene (Carmichael et al. 2005).
We removed samples that produced a consensus genotype at fewer than 11 loci from
further analysis. We used GENEPOP (Raymond & Rousset 1995) to test for deviation from
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and linkage disequilibrium (LD) among all loci within each
study area. We used a Bonferroni correction of α < 0.004 for HWE and α < 0.00091 for LD. We
checked for the presence of null alleles in each study area using MICROCHECKER (Van
Oosterhout et al. 2004). We estimated expected (HE) and observed (HO) heterozygosity, allelic
richness (AR), and inbreeding (FIS) within study areas, and calculated pairwise FST (Weir &
Cockerham 1984) between each study area in FSTAT v2.9.3 (Goudet 1995).
Population Genetic Structure
We analyzed black bear population structure across northwest CT using the Bayesian
assignment software STRUCTURE v2.3 (Pritchard et al. 2000). This program assigned individuals
to one of K genetic groups by minimizing deviation from HWE within groups. To minimize the
potential for dependent offspring to bias STRUCTURE analyses, we used ML-RELATE (Kalinowski
et al. 2006) to identify putative parent-offspring pairs detected at the same sampling location on
the same occasion, and removed one individual. We applied the admixture model with
correlated allele frequencies option, and performed 10 repetitions at values of K between 1 and 8
with a 106 iteration burn-in followed by 106 sampling iterations. Replicates were averaged in
CLUMPP

v1.2 (Jakobssen and Rosenberg 2007). We evaluated support for the number of genetic

groups present using the log probability of the data, LnP(K) and the second-order derivative rate
of change in log probability, DeltaK (Evanno et al. 2005) using STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl &
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vonHoldt 2012). We interpreted individual assignments at successive numbers of genetic groups
in the context of geographic patterns.
Recent Migration Rates
We initially estimated the rate and directionality of dispersal of individuals between study
areas using the program BAYESASS 3.0 (Wilson & Rannala 2003), which applies a Bayesian
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis to estimate rates of recent immigration among
putative populations from multilocus genotypes. We performed 106 iterations following a burnin of 106 iterations, sampling the posterior distribution every 1000 iterations for all individuals,
males, and females. To ensure consistent and accurate estimates, we varied initial seed numbers
over the course of 10 independent MCMC runs and examined chain convergence by visually
assessing of trace files, and comparing posterior mean parameter estimates for concordance. We
adjusted the magnitude of proposed changes to parameter values for allele frequency, migration
rate, and inbreeding coefficients at each iteration that lead to acceptance rates between 30% and
50% of total iterations. This rate ensured adequate exploration of mixing space, while
sufficiently discriminating among estimated values (Rannala 2007). We assessed asymmetry in
migration rates among genetic populations for males, females, and all individuals by comparing
95% confidence intervals around the posterior mean estimate.
Due to the potential for BAYESASS to produce spurious results when migration rates are
high, or genetic differentiation is low (Faubet et al. 2007), we also quantified migration rates
using BIMr 1.0 (Faubet & Gaggiotti 2008). The F model implemented in BIMr allows for
departure from HWE within populations, improving estimation of allele frequencies and
producing accurate estimates of migration rates between weakly differentiated (FST > 0.01)
populations (Faubet & Gaggiotti 2008). BIMr assumes migration occurs prior to sampling,
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therefore we use genetic groups indicated by STRUCTURE as putative populations (Andreasen et
al. 2012). We ran 20 replicates, each of which included 20 pilot runs of 1000 iterations to
optimize mixing parameters, followed by a 106 iteration burn-in. We then collected 10,000
samples from each replicate using a thinning interval of 1000 iterations, and examined parameter
estimates from the run with the lowest Bayesian assignment deviance (Dassign). In addition to
confidence interval overlap, we assessed migration asymmetry by measuring the proportion of
post-burn in iterations at which a given migration rate estimate was greater than its reciprocal
(Fordyce et al. 2011).
Spatial Genetic Structure
To identify the extent of spatial genetic structure and kin clustering within each study
area, we analyzed spatial autocorrelation in the program GenAlEx v6.5 (Peakall & Smouse
2006). This approach used pairwise geographic and pairwise squared individual genetic distance
matrices to calculate an autocorrelation coefficient (r) for each of a series of predetermined
distance classes. We estimated the geographic locations of individuals using the centroid of the
minimum convex polygon formed by all hair corral locations visited by each individual. We
used random permutation, and bootstrap analyses to identify distance classes exhibiting
significant, positive autocorrelation. The observed value of r was compared to a confidence
interval formed by the calculation of r following 999 random permutations of genotypes among
individual locations. We inferred significance if the observed r fell outside this confidence
interval. Positive autocorrelation was inferred if the distribution of 10,000 bootstrap estimates of
r did not include 0.
We also compared the average distance between female parent-offspring pairs. We used
ML-RELATE

to first identify pairs of individuals for which parent-offspring was the most likely
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relationship. We then specified half-sibling as an alternative hypothesized relationship, and used
a simulation based test to evaluate the probability of this alternative relationship. We used 999
random permutations and accepted pairs having a p-value below 0.10 as parent-offspring. We
then used a t-test to compare mean dispersal distance between parent-offspring pairs on North
and East grids.
Landscape Genetics
We applied a landscape genetics approach to identify features influencing the spatial
genetic structure of female black bears in human-dominated landscapes. We limited this analysis
to females because they are the philopatric sex. We used multiple regression on distance
matrices (MRM) in a causal modeling framework (Cushman et al. 2006) to discriminate amongst
natural and anthropogenic drivers of spatial genetic structure. We created resistance surfaces in
ArcMAP

10.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA) from reclassified land use and land cover data to represent

landscape hypotheses. All rasters representing hypothesized resistance surfaces were composed
of 100 x 100m cells. We considered the potential effects of forest cover, roads, housing density,
and combinations of these features on black bear dispersal.
To represent the effect of resistance due to forest cover, we created rasters from the
Wildland Urban Interface (Radeloff et al. 2005) polygons, which provides percent forest cover
per census block. Percent forest cover was naturally bounded between 0.0 and 1.0, which we
reclassified to a 0 to 100 integer scale. Areas of 0% forest cover were reclassified to a value of
1. Housing density was also rasterized using census block polygons from WUI data. We scaled
housing density using four Gaussian distributions at which a peak raster value of 100 occurred at
0, 50, and 100 houses/km2. This allowed us to evaluate the possibility that the effect of
development on bear dispersal movements was most pronounced at intermediate housing
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densities. The Gaussian distribution with peak value at zero was preferable to a linear
relationship between landscape resistance and housing density, because we were able to
represent housing densities above a threshold of approximately 250 houses/km2 as affecting bear
movement equally. This representation of housing density aligns with our previous research
defining the relationship between bear density and development in CT (Evans et al. In Review),
and knowledge of black bear space use around urban areas (Merkle et al. 2011; Johnson et al.
2015; Beckmann & Berger 2003).
To represent hypotheses regarding the effects of roads on bear dispersal, we created
rasters from TIGER (U.S. Census Bureau) line shapefiles We considered the effects of primary
and secondary roads (TIGER Feature Classes S1100 & S1200) as potential barriers to black bear
movements. Primary roads represent divided interstate and state highways accessible by
interchange, and secondary roads are major arteries in the U.S., state, or county highway
systems. Restricting our analysis to these types of roads eliminated local neighborhood, rural,
and city streets as potential barriers. These smaller road types are highly correlated with housing
density and are unlikely barriers in and of themselves, as they occur frequently within bear home
ranges in CT (DEEP unpublished data). We considered three possible effects of primary and
secondary roads on bear movement: both road types having equal effect on bear movement
(Rd_100_100), primary roads more strongly affecting movement (Rd_100_50), and only primary
roads affecting movement (Rd_100_1; Table 3.1). For each of these hypotheses, primary roads
were assigned a resistance value of 100, and secondary roads were alternatively assigned
resistances of 100, 50, and 1. The surrounding matrix within the study area had a resistance
value of 1 in each case.
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For each landscape hypothesis, we considered each feature of interest as potentially
facilitating and inhibiting movement. Therefore, in addition to the hypothesized effects of each
feature described above, we also created rasters representing the inverse of each of these
relationships. This was done to accommodate the possibility that landscape features seen as
inhospitable by bears might either be avoided, or moved through rapidly. We denote the inverse
of restriction, conductance, for each hypothesis with a “C” (Table 3.1). We considered the
additive effects of all possible combinations of each landscape hypothesis by combining
resistance rasters, creating a total of 146 resistance surfaces.
We used the program CIRCUITSCAPE v4.0 (Shah & McRae 2008) to calculate the total
resistance distances between all pairs of females across each of the 146 resistance surfaces,
creating pairwise resistance distance matrices. Individual locations were represented by
centroids of minimum convex polygons encompassing all detection locations. We chose to use
landscape resistance, as opposed to least-cost path analysis, because landscape resistance
accounts for spatial heterogeneity in landscape composition, the possibility of multiple paths
between two locations, and represents landscapes as continuous surfaces (McRae & Beier 2007).
It is more likely that bears experience landscapes as gradients of varying quality and movement
resistance, rather than patch-matrix mosaics (Manning et al. 2004, McGarigal & Cushman 2005).
To evaluate the effect of landscape structure on bear dispersal movements, we compared
the strength of relationships between pairwise Rousset’s ar (Rousset 2000) and resistance
distance using multiple regression on distance matrices (Lichstein 2007). MRM models were
implemented in Program R (R Core Team) using the ecodist package. We used 1000 random
permutations of the genetic distance matrix to assess significance of correlations. We
constructed models of genetic distance as a function of each resistance distance matrix created
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representing all 146 landscape hypotheses. To account for the effect of geographic distance in
determining genetic distance, we constructed an identical set of landscape resistance models
including the effect of pairwise geographic distances as well. Finally, we included a model of
genetic distance as a function of geographic distance alone. This modeling procedure was
performed for females detected on North and East grid, as these areas represented the most
disparate development contexts, and had multiple years of data. For a landscape factor to be
considered to have affected bear dispersal, we required a priori that the variable appear in a
model(s) with a significant F-test (p < 0.05), an R2 value greater than the geographic distance
model, and a significant (p < 0.05) beta parameter on the variable of interest.
RESULTS
We collected 814 hair samples in 2013 and 1226 hair samples in 2014, 935 of which
were genetically determined to be black bear. Of these black bear samples, we successfully
obtained individual genotypes for 734 samples. Our initial set of seven microsatellite loci
provided sufficient power to distinguish unique individuals (PID= 5.2 x 10-10, PIDsibs=1.5 x 10-4).
We identified 235 unique individuals, and determined the sex of 198 bears (93 male, 105
female). Detections varied among sampling grids. 48 of 49 sites produced bear hair on North
grid, corresponding to 117 individuals (56 female, 47 male). On the East grid, detections at 37
out of 48 sites corresponded to 62 individuals (29 female, 21 male). On Barkhamsted grid, 47
individuals (16 female, 20 males) were detected and bear hair was collected at 22 out of 25 sites
in 2014. Only 11 of the 50 South grid sites produced bear samples corresponding to 10
individuals (3 females, 6 males, 1 unknown). Due to the limited sample size, we do not report
results for South grid. We did not detect the same individual on multiple sampling grids within a
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year. We detected one female and one male on East and Barkahmsted grids and one male on
East and North grids between years.
Two loci differed significantly from HWE in all study areas (P2H03, and G10L), and we
eliminated these from further analysis. Additionally, two loci differed significantly from HWE
within the North grid only (Mu59; p = 0.001, and G10P; p = 0.003). As this pattern of
nonrandom assortment appeared in only one study area, we retained these loci for all analyses.
Estimates of FIS were 0.029 (p = 0.041) on North grid, 0.006 (p = 0.473) on East grid, and -0.009
(p = 0.391) on Barkhamsted grid. Genetic diversity was similar among study areas (North; AR =
6.85, HE = 0.683, East; AR = 5.54, HE = 0.6614, Barkhamsted; AR = 5.48, HE=0.654). No loci
used in analyses exhibited significant linkage disequilibrium. MICROCHECKER did not indicate
evidence of deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium due to null alleles or genotyping error
at any loci.
Population Structure
We found 11 instances of putative parent-offspring pairs detected at the same location
within a sampling occasion, and eliminatd 6 individuals prior to analysis in STRUCTURE.
STRUCTURE

results indicated support for K = 2 and K=5 genetic clusters within the population of

black bears in western Connecticut (Fig 1). At K = 2, individuals from East grid grouped as one
genetic cluster, and individuals from Barkhamsted grid grouped as a second cluster. Individuals
captured on North grid grouped with either the East or Barkhamsted clusters, with little
admixture (Fig 1). At K = 3, each grid was comprised primarily of individuals from clusters
predominantly unique to those areas (Fig. 3.1). This pattern persisted to K=5, with single
individuals assigning to additional groups. All three study areas were significantly differentiated
from each other at the Bonferroni corrected α < 0.0167, and exhibited sufficient genetic
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differentiation to estimate recent migration rates (FST : 0.011 – 0.018). Peak support for the
number of unique clusters of females occurred at K = 4. Each grid grouped as a unique genetic
cluster, with single individuals assigned to a fourth group (Fig. 3.1). We therefore used three
populations in analyses of recent migration rates among all individuals and females. Among
males, K = 2 was most supported at which unique clusters corresponded to Barkhamsted and
East grid, and individuals captured on North grid grouped with either cluster. Among males, we
estimated rates of migration between these two clusters.
Recent Migration Rates
Migration rates among all individuals estimated by BAYESASS were asymmetric from
Barkhamsted to East, indicated by non-overlapping 95% CIs (0.14 – 0.31, and 0.02 – 0.11).
Barkhamsted grid was the largest source of migrants to North, (0.17, 95% CI = 0.07 – 0.23) and
East grids (0.24, 95% CI = 0.14 – 0.31). Estimate migration between North and South grids
were also asymmetric (0.08 – 0.26, and 0.00 – 0.06). Male migration rates were asymmetrical
from Barkhamsted to East (95% CI = 0.19 – 0.32, and 0.00 – 0.14). The directionality of
movement for females was opposite of males. Female migration was asymmetrical from East to
Barkhamsted (95% CI = 0.23 – 0.36, and 0.00 – 0.07) and from East to North (95% CI = 0.26 –
0.34, and 0.00 – 0.09). Per generation, 0.95 (95% CI = 0.88 – 1.0) of individuals detected on the
East grid originated in East grid. Additionally, East grid was the greatest source of female
migrants to both Barkhamsted (0.30, 95% CI = 0.23 – 0.36) and North (0.30, 95% CI = 0.26 –
0.34) study areas.
Estimates of migration rates were consistent among the 10 BIMr runs with the lowest
Bayesian deviance (coefficient of variation for rates of all individuals: 0.005 – 0.028, females:
0.009 – 0.026, males: 0.007 – 0.024). Migration rates between grids among all individuals
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ranged from 0.14 (North to South) to 0.46 (Barkhamsted to East). Confidence intervals
surrounding estimates were large, and there were no pairwise population migration rates among
all individuals, males, or females with non-overlapping 95% CIs. Probability that migration
from Barkhamsted to East grid was asymmetrical among all individuals was 0.88, and 0.83 from
North to South (Fig. 3.2a). Estimated migration rates for females ranged from 0.18 (North to
East), to 0.50 (East to Barkhamsted). Probability of migration asymmetry was 0.90 from East to
North, 0.83 from North to Barkahmsted, and 0.98 from East to Barkhamsted (Fig. 3.2c). Among
males, estimated migration rates were 0.12 (East to Barkhamsted) and 0.51 (Barkhamsted to
East). Probability of asymmetry was 0.91 (Fig. 3.2b).
Spatial Genetic Structure
Spatial autocorrelation of genetic relatedness revealed differences in the extent of kin
clustering between study areas and sexes. Black bears within North grid exhibited greater spatial
genetic structure, compared to the East grid. Within North grid, there was a significant
relationship between geographic distance and genetic distance (R2 = 0.15, p = 0.001) among
females. We found significant, positive correlation among North grid females with detection
centers within 4km (Fig. 3). Females detected within the East grid did not exhibit significant
spatial autocorrelation of relatedness (R2 =0.00196, p = 0.32), and none of the tested distance
classes had significant positive autocorrelation (Fig. 3.3). Males exhibited little spatial genetic
structure in either study area. Spatial autocorrelation among males was weak and not
significantly different from a random distribution of individuals on both North (R2 = 0.0098, p =
0.12) and East (R2 = 0.01, p = 0.34) study areas. Males on North and East grids exhibited
significant positive correlation only within the closest (1km) distance class considered (Fig 3.)
We identified 41 female parent-offspring pairs on North grid, and 21 on East grid. Mean
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distance was higher (p = 0.07) on East grid (7557 m, σ2 = 4450 m) than North grid (6556 m, σ2 =
4393 m).
Landscape Genetics
On North grid, eight MRM models of genetic distance (Rousset’s ar) as a function of
geographic distance that met criteria for identifying important drivers of spatial genetic structure
(significant F-tests, greater correlation with genetic distance than geographic distance alone, and
significant beta parameters). The three most strongly correlated models included an effect of
roads providing resistance to black bear dispersal, and five models included an effect of housing
density conducting dispersal (Table 3.2). Finally, two significant models included the effect of
forest cover resisting dispersal.
On East grid, four MRM models met our significance criteria, and exhibited higher
correlation between landscape features and female spatial genetic structure than North grid
models. All four models included an effect of housing density. Housing density conducting
dispersal (HDC) was included in three models with the strongest correlation between
hypothesized landscape resistance and genetic distance. Equal conductance across primary and
secondary roads (Rd100_100C) appeared in one model meeting significance criteria, in
conjunction with HDC. A model of housing density resisting dispersal (HDR100) met
significance criteria. The sign of the correlation coefficient for this model was negative,
indicating decreasing genetic distance as resistance distance increased, which is equivalent to a
positive correlation between genetic distance and an HDC hypothesis.
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DISCUSSION
The spatial genetic structure of carnivore populations provides insight into how land use
affects gene flow, and ultimately evolutionary dynamics. We found female philopatry to be
disrupted by increasing development among American black bear, and anthropogenic landscape
features associated with increased dispersal movements. Greater distances between parentoffspring pairs in a more developed context indicates the observed lack of structure resulted from
greater interspersion of unrelated individuals. While increased housing density was associated
with increased gene flow in both rural and developed contexts, roads were associated with
restricted gene flow only within the more rural study area. Finally, asymmetrical female
emigration from the more developed study area indicated that exurban areas exhibiting high bear
densities act as a source of migrants. Together, these findings suggest that spatial genetic
structure is disrupted by development, and that elevated densities in exurban areas may be
maintained by increased home range overlap, and local recruitment.
Differences in spatial genetic structure between female bears on East and North grid
support the hypothesis that high bear densities in exurban areas are facilitated by greater home
range overlap, rather than reduced home range sizes. The lack of a relationship between
geographic and genetic distances among female bears in East grid (Fig. 3.3) indicates greater
interspersion of unrelated individuals, relative to North grid, where the expected pattern of
isolation by distance, indicating female philopatry, was observed.

These patterns suggest

elevated densities in exurban areas are facilitated by greater home range overlap among
unrelated individuals, which could arise from larger dispersal movements, and/or larger home
range sizes. Philopatry often evolves when habitat within the natal range is sufficiently
productive, such that the potential fitness benefits of finding alternative habitat are outweighed
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by dispersal costs (Waser & Jones 1983; Rogers 1987). Additionally, differences in average
female parent-offspring distances indicate longer dispersal on East grid. Therefore, spatial
overlap of unrelated individuals may reflect greater spatial requirements to meet resource needs
among individuals occupying developed landscapes.
The finding that black bears separated by areas of high housing density were closely
related presents an additional potential mechanism leading to the breakdown of kin clustering.
Significant correlation between matrices of genetic distance and resistance distance constructed
with high housing density facilitating gene flow in both North and East grids (Table 3.2),
indicates that increasing housing density increased contemporary gene flow. On North grid, we
found a lack of distinction among housing density conductance hypotheses (HDC50, HDC100,
HDC). Only one census block within North grid had housing density > 100 houses/km2, and an
area of only 13.7km2 had greater than 50 houses/km2. Therefore, resistance surfaces with
maximum conductance at intermediate values were essentially equivalent to the surface with
highest conductance at maximum housing density.
It is important to consider that spatial patterns of relatedness are determined by dispersal,
the outcome of which is affected by both movement decisions and resulting fitness
consequences. Therefore our results suggest a tendency for young individuals to move quickly
through development during dispersal – a response that may diminish with age as bears become
more adept at navigating intermixed ecosystems (Johnson et al. 2015). More rapid movement
through development during dispersal may explain greater interspersion of unrelated bears in
East grid, relative to North grid, due to the greater prevalence of high housing densities. This
finding also suggests that bears may perceive medium to high intensity development as hostile or
inhospitable habitat - despite the propensity of bears to live in and around developed areas. This
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is consistent with recent research demonstrating a preference for natural resources when
available by bears utilizing urban areas (Johnson et al. 2015; Baruch-Mordo et al. 2014; Merkle
et al. 2013).
In intermixed ecosystems, roads can be the biggest contributor to fragmentation
(Hawbaker et al. 2006), yet our results indicate that even large roads do not present a dispersal
barrier in this context. On East grid, road barrier hypotheses were not supported (Table 3.2),
suggesting roads did not pose a significant enough fitness cost or behavioral barrier to dispersal.
In contrast, we found that bear dispersal in more rural areas was limited by the presence of major
roadways. The significant positive correlation of both road limiting models (Rd100_50 and
Rd100_100; Table 3.2) in North grid suggests that major roads restrict dispersal movements,
either by acting as barriers, demarcate home range boundaries (Coster & Kovach 2012), or
elevating mortality. Black bears avoid high traffic volume roads (Carter et al. 2010; Brody &
Pelton 1989; Reynolds-Hogland & Mitchell 2007), often in response to increased vulnerability to
hunting. As there is currently no bear hunting in CT, North grid individuals may avoid roads due
to alternative costs, such as vehicle collisions (Beckmann & Lackey 2008). The contrasting
effects of roads on dispersal suggest that in more developed contexts black bears either acclimate
to roads - possibly learning favorable crossing behavior from adults (Lewis et al. 2011; Mazur &
Seher 2008) - or experience high enough dispersal pressure that roads cannot be avoided.
Mammalian dispersal is often density dependent (Matthysen 2005), with populations at lower
densities exhibiting less dispersal (Busch et al. 2009). Increased dispersal pressure as a result of
elevated bear density within exurban areas is consistent with reduced spatial genetic structure on
East grid, and could also contribute to greater gene flow across roads. Given the high density of
roads associated with suburban and exurban land use, it is likely both factors are at play.
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Elevated densities in developed areas may be supported by immigration of males, as
indicated by the high rates of immigration from Barkhamsted grid to East grid, and low male
recruitment rates within East grid (Fig. 3.3a) estimated by both BAYESASS and BIMr. These
movement patterns align with previous findings of sex ratios significantly more skewed towards
males in developed areas (Beckmann & Lackey 2008; Evans et al. In Review). Among the
population as a whole, recent emigration was highest from the northernmost (Barkhamsted)
study area (Fig. 3.2). Recolonization of Connecticut by black bear is considered to have
originated from Massachusetts, and the pattern of estimated migration rates supports the theory
of a North to South recolonization process.
Estimates of recent migration rates did not support the hypothesis that exurban subpopulations are potential population sinks. Both methods indicated that East grid had the highest
rates of female recruitment relative to immigration (BAYESASS: 0.95, 95% CI = 0.88 – 1.00,
BIMr:

0.5, 95% CI = 0.16 – 0.79). Both analyses indicated high, asymmetrical rates of

emigration of females from East grid (Fig 2), indicating the most developed portion of black bear
range acts as a source of females for the rest of the western Connecticut population. In addition
to population viability, asymmetrical gene flow can affect evolutionary processes such as local
adaptation (Lenormand 2002). Among black bears inhabiting intermixed ecosystems, if
anthropogenic foraging is in part socially learned (Mazur & Seher 2008; Breck et al. 2009) or
heritable, the emigration of individuals from developed contexts could accelerate propagation of
nuisance behaviors throughout bear range. Additionally, a learned or selected propensity to
cross roads among ‘urban-adapted’ bears could facilitate asymmetrical movement of females
from developed to less developed areas.
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Genetic clustering assignment of individuals indicated distinct genetic clusters on East
and Barkhamsted grids, with individuals detected on North grid grouping with either cluster, or a
third unique cluster when three clusters were assumed (Fig. 3.1). This pattern could be produced
by the primarily unidirectional immigration of females from East to North grid. It also suggests
that the movement of males from Barkhamsted to East may be ineffective. Females are more
important in determining reproductive and population growth rates. Alternatively, the
predominance of East grid individuals grouping with a single cluster could reflect a founder
effect following establishment by individuals originating from either North or Barkhamsted.
Given the finding that, the low rate of female movement otherwise (max = 0.03), and in
conjunction with previous estimates of density in these areas (Evans et al. In Review), we
consider East to North migration the more plausible scenario.
IMPLICATIONS
Both in North America and globally, the division between society and nature is
decreasingly clear. Human populations continue to expand while large carnivores increasingly
persist in intermixed ecosystems, outside of protected areas (Linnell et al. 2001; Chapron et al.
2014). Our findings suggest that intermixed land use did not fragment a recolonizing population
of black bears, yet still altered the spatial ecology of bears in important ways. Bears in a more
developed context dispersed greater distances, including crossing major roadways, and provided
a substantial source of female immigrants to surrounding parts of the population. Source-sink
dynamics are important to consider among wildlife populations in intermixed ecosystems, due to
the volatility of land-use patterns, and potential anthropogenic mortality sources. Under
continued development, exurban areas are often converted to suburban, with an associated loss
of natural landcover (Clark et al. 2009; Bettigole et al. 2014). If exurban areas act as sources,
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such loss of habitat could have cascading consequences for the surrounding population. These
dynamics will affect how bears recolonize human-dominated landscapes as populations expand,
and could have important implications for the management of conflict with humans.
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STEP SELECTION MOVEMENT MODELS
INTRODUCTION
The global proliferation of developed landscapes has the potential to significantly impact
the ecology and persistence of wildlife populations (DeStefano and DeGraaf, 2003; Shochat et
al., 2006; Gehrt et al., 2010). Wildlife often change behaviors in response to development
(Tuomainen and Candolin, 2011). While some species avoid developed areas, others are able to
exploit novel resources associated with human activity (Bateman and Fleming, 2012; Merkle et
al., 2013), leading to the emergence of ‘urban adapted’ wildlife (McKinney, 2006). However,
positive numerical association with development does not necessarily equate to long-term fitness
benefits, or increased population viability (Van Horne, 1983; Remeš, 2000). Development often
modifies environmental conditions faster than evolutionary processes, creating the potential for
maladaptive responses and ecological traps (Robertson et al., 2013). For instance, attractive
habitat patches with negative impact on demographic rates can produce population sinks
(Delibes et al., 2001; Naves et al., 2003). The expansion of novel, human-modified landscapes
has created the need to integrate behavior into wildlife conservation and management (Anthony
and Blumstein, 2000).
Movement behaviors and space use in and around human development can reflect tradeoffs between the perceived benefits of exploiting anthropogenic resources, and risks associated
with human activity (Frid and Dill, 2002; Baruch-Mordo et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015). The
risk-disturbance hypothesis (Frid and Dill, 2002) postulates that animals will exhibit behaviors
similar to predator avoidance in the face of development. Animals can incur fitness costs when
individuals overestimate the risk associated with human disturbances. Avoidance behaviors
around anthropogenic landscape features among urban associated species have indicated
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perceived risk of utilizing urban environments, even among urban adapters (Riley et al., 2003;
Kertson et al., 2011; Gehrt et al., 2011). Understanding how animals perceive and manage tradeoffs within developed landscapes is important to understanding the cumulative effects of
development on wildlife ecology. Elucidating the behavioral response of wildlife to
development has become particularly important for some large carnivores, which increasingly
interact with human development as populations have recovered (Linnell et al., 2001; Chapron
and Lopez-Bao, 2014), and can be a polarizing source of conflict with people (Treves et al.,
2006).
Among American black bears (Ursus americanus), use of anthropogenic resources can be
temporally dynamic, with selection for developed areas occurring during times when natural
food sources are more scarce (Baruch-Mordo et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015), suggesting
perceived risks associated with human activity (Nellemann et al., 2007; Ordiz et al., 2011).
Despite these patterns, conflicts related to American black bears (Ursus americanus) utilizing
developed areas have increased over time (Hristienko and McDonald Jr, 2007). The risk
allocation hypothesis (Lima and Bednekoff, 1999) states that animals will decrease anti-predator
effort in response to increasingly frequent high-risk situations (i.e. habituation) (RodriguezPrieto et al., 2009). Some research suggests that there are ‘nuisance’ bears, which have modified
foraging behavior to target anthropogenic food sources (Messmer, 2009), and there is evidence
that such foraging behavior is learned (Mazur and Seher, 2008; Hopkins, 2013). Identifying
patterns and predictors of variation in selection for anthropogenic resources can help wildlife
managers to effectively reduce human-carnivore conflicts in developed landscapes.
Changes in preferences as a function of changes in habitat or resource availability (i.e.,
functional responses) can provide insight into the cumulative effects of human development
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(Matthiopoulos et al., 2011). Throughout the United States, the proliferation of exurban land use
(Brown et al., 2005) has created intermixed ecosystems (Zipperer et al., 2000) completely
integrating anthropogenic features and natural land cover. These landscapes may elicit different
behavioral responses than urban-wildland dichotomies, as the arrangement of resources and food
items influences the space use of wildlife, especially solitary species exhibiting well-defined
home-ranges, such as black bears (Horner and Powell, 1990; Mitchell and Powell, 2007). In
Connecticut, portions of a recolonizing population of black bears now occupy home ranges with
ubiquitous distribution of houses, while other bears are able to occupy almost exclusively
forested home ranges. We recently demonstrated that black bear occur at highest densities
within exurban development (Evans et al., In Review). This context provides an opportunity to
identifying trends in behavioral response to development, and quantify the amount of phenotypic
variation within a bear population occupying an intermixed ecosystem. These patterns are of
particular importance to management and conservation of wildlife in developed contexts
(Groffman et al., 2006).
Here, we evaluate the risk-disturbance hypothesis by measuring changes in black bear
selection for anthropogenic resources across intensities of development. Our first objective was
to quantify the functional response in avoidance/selection among bears occupying a range of
housing densities. If bears have habituated to development, we would expect bears to increase
selection for anthropogenic features with increasing development. Alternatively, the riskdisturbance hypothesis predicts consistent selection or a negative functional response to
increasing development. Our second objective was to compare selection among seasons and
between females differing in reproductive status. Bears overcome winter food shortages by
intense late summer feeding, or hyperphagia, followed by hibernation (Nelson et al., 1983;
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Powell et al., 1997). We expected bears to exhibit low avoidance/high selection for
anthropogenic features during hyperphagia, because the increased cost of forgoing foraging
opportunities. We predicted that females with cubs would exhibit strong avoidance of
anthropogenic features relative to females without cubs, due to the high cost associated with
losing a dependent offspring in risky conditions (Dahle and Swenson, 2003; Rode et al., 2006).
Finally, we sought to identify patterns of behavioral plasticity, by evaluating changes in selection
for anthropogenic features during different times of day. We provide insight into how individual
black bears respond to features of development (e.g., houses vs. highways), the degree of
variation within a recolonizing population, and discuss how these patterns may affect population
growth and viability.
METHODS
Data Collection
The global proliferation of developed landscapes has the potential to significantly impact
the ecology and persistence of wildlife populations (DeStefano and DeGraaf, 2003; Shochat et
al., 2006; Gehrt et al., 2010). Wildlife often change behaviors in response to development
(Tuomainen and Candolin, 2011). While some species avoid developed areas, others are able to
exploit novel resources associated with human activity (Bateman and Fleming, 2012; Merkle et
al., 2013), leading to the emergence of ‘urban adapted’ wildlife (McKinney, 2006). However,
positive numerical association with development does not necessarily equate to long-term fitness
benefits, or increased population viability (Van Horne, 1983; Remeš, 2000). Development often
modifies environmental conditions faster than evolutionary processes, creating the potential for
maladaptive responses and ecological traps (Robertson et al., 2013). For instance, attractive
habitat patches with negative impact on demographic rates can produce population sinks
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(Delibes et al., 2001; Naves et al., 2003). The expansion of novel, human-modified landscapes
has created the need to integrate behavior into wildlife conservation and management (Anthony
and Blumstein, 2000).
Movement behaviors and space use in and around human development can reflect tradeoffs between the perceived benefits of exploiting anthropogenic resources, and risks associated
with human activity (Frid and Dill, 2002; Baruch-Mordo et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015). The
risk-disturbance hypothesis (Frid and Dill, 2002) postulates that animals will exhibit behaviors
similar to predator avoidance in the face of development. Animals can incur fitness costs when
individuals overestimate the risk associated with human disturbances. Avoidance behaviors
around anthropogenic landscape features among urban associated species have indicated
perceived risk of utilizing urban environments, even among urban adapters (Riley et al., 2003;
Kertson et al., 2011; Gehrt et al., 2011). Understanding how animals perceive and manage tradeoffs within developed landscapes is important to understanding the cumulative effects of
development on wildlife ecology. Elucidating the behavioral response of wildlife to
development has become particularly important for some large carnivores, which increasingly
interact with human development as populations have recovered (Linnell et al., 2001; Chapron
and Lopez-Bao, 2014), and can be a polarizing source of conflict with people (Treves et al.,
2006).
Among American black bears (Ursus americanus), use of anthropogenic resources can be
temporally dynamic, with selection for developed areas occurring during times when natural
food sources are more scarce (Baruch-Mordo et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015), suggesting
perceived risks associated with human activity (Nellemann et al., 2007; Ordiz et al., 2011).
Despite these patterns, conflicts related to American black bears (Ursus americanus) utilizing
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developed areas have increased over time (Hristienko and McDonald Jr, 2007). The risk
allocation hypothesis (Lima and Bednekoff, 1999) states that animals will decrease anti-predator
effort in response to increasingly frequent high-risk situations (i.e. habituation) (RodriguezPrieto et al., 2009). Some research suggests that there are ‘nuisance’ bears, which have modified
foraging behavior to target anthropogenic food sources (Messmer, 2009), and there is evidence
that such foraging behavior is learned (Mazur and Seher, 2008; Hopkins, 2013). Identifying
patterns and predictors of variation in selection for anthropogenic resources can help wildlife
managers to effectively reduce human-carnivore conflicts in developed landscapes.
Changes in preferences as a function of changes in habitat or resource availability (i.e.,
functional responses) can provide insight into the cumulative effects of human development
(Matthiopoulos et al., 2011). Throughout the United States, the proliferation of exurban land use
(Brown et al., 2005) has created intermixed ecosystems (Zipperer et al., 2000) completely
integrating anthropogenic features and natural land cover. These landscapes may elicit different
behavioral responses than urban-wildland dichotomies, as the arrangement of resources and food
items influences the space use of wildlife, especially solitary species exhibiting well-defined
home-ranges, such as black bears (Horner and Powell, 1990; Mitchell and Powell, 2007). In
Connecticut, portions of a recolonizing population of black bears now occupy home ranges with
ubiquitous distribution of houses, while other bears are able to occupy almost exclusively
forested home ranges. We recently demonstrated that black bear occur at highest densities
within exurban development (Evans et al., In Review). This context provides an opportunity to
identifying trends in behavioral response to development, and quantify the amount of phenotypic
variation within a bear population occupying an intermixed ecosystem. These patterns are of
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particular importance to management and conservation of wildlife in developed contexts
(Groffman et al., 2006).
Here, we evaluate the risk-disturbance hypothesis by measuring changes in black bear
selection for anthropogenic resources across intensities of development. Our first objective was
to quantify the functional response in avoidance/selection among bears occupying a range of
housing densities. If bears have habituated to development, we would expect bears to increase
selection for anthropogenic features with increasing development. Alternatively, the riskdisturbance hypothesis predicts consistent selection or a negative functional response to
increasing development. Our second objective was to compare selection among seasons and
between females differing in reproductive status. Bears overcome winter food shortages by
intense late summer feeding, or hyperphagia, followed by hibernation (Nelson et al., 1983;
Powell et al., 1997). We expected bears to exhibit low avoidance/high selection for
anthropogenic features during hyperphagia, because the increased cost of forgoing foraging
opportunities. We predicted that females with cubs would exhibit strong avoidance of
anthropogenic features relative to females without cubs, due to the high cost associated with
losing a dependent offspring in risky conditions (Dahle and Swenson, 2003; Rode et al., 2006).
Finally, we sought to identify patterns of behavioral plasticity, by evaluating changes in selection
for anthropogenic features during different times of day. We provide insight into how individual
black bears respond to features of development (e.g., houses vs. highways), the degree of
variation within a recolonizing population, and discuss how these patterns may affect population
growth and viability.
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Individual Step Selection
We used step-selection functions (SSF) to measured selection and avoidance of features
associated with human development as a bear moves within its home range (Rhodes et al., 2005;
Coulon et al., 2008). Steps were the unit of analysis and defined as the straight line between
successive GPS relocations. We compared habitat characteristics between each observed step
and 20 simulated steps, and therefore the analysis was a used-availability design (Manly et al.,
2002; Lele et al., 2013) evaluating 4th order selection (Johnson, 1980). We generated simulated
steps at each location using the Geospatial Modeling Environment, drawing 20 random length
values from a bear’s empirical step length distribution. To account for potential directional
persistence in movements, each length was paired with a random turn angle from the empirical
turn angle distribution for that bear. The log odds of an observed step were estimated as a
function of landscape covariates using conditional logistic regression in the mclogit package
(Elff, 2013) for program R.
For each bear, we fit a base SSF model consisting of natural landscape features. We
derived topographic variables from 30m National Elevation Dataset digital elevation models
(available from the USGS), extracting elevation (m) at step endpoints, and length weighted mean
slope along step lengths. We reclassified 30m National Land Cover Dataset data (Fry et al.,
2011) to delineate 6 land cover classes relevant to black bear habitat selection: forest, grassland,
shrub, wetland, low intensity development, and high intensity development. Distance from
streams was measured at 30m resolution using Connecticut and Massachusetts hydrography line
files. We tested predictor variables for correlation (r > 0.6), and univariate significance (p <
0.05), and included all independent, significant covariates in the base model for each bear.
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We suggest that bears move through development by responding to two types of
anthropogenic variables. The housing hypothesis is that bears predominately respond to
buildings, where people and human food resources are located. The highway hypothesis is that
bears predominately respond to roads with high traffic volumes that are the primary source of
mortality for bears. For each bear, we expressed these a priori hypotheses as the base model with
the addition of relevant anthropogenic variables (Roever et al., 2010; Thurfjell et al., 2014). The
housing hypothesis model included a categorical variable (Dev) with three levels indicating
whether a step ended in high intensity development (High), low intensity residential areas (Res),
or undeveloped land cover (Non), and a 30m resolution measure of distance (km) to local and
neighborhood roads (RDist). Development categories were represented by NLCD developed
landcover classes. We combined medium and high intensity development into the High
development category. These classes consist of areas with > 50% impervious surface cover, and
typically represent commercial areas or urban housing densities. We combined the developed
open space, and low intensity development classes into the Res development category. These
classes have < 50% impervious surface cover, and typically include single family housing units
and parks. We used local and neighborhood roads as a proximate measure of housing and
human food sources (garbage cans, bird feeders, etc.), since accurate GIS layers of house
locations were not available. Highway hypothesis models included an indicator variable as to
whether a step crossed a highway (HXing), and a 30m resolution measure of distance (km) to
highways (HDist). Distances to roads and highways were calculated using TIGER/Line
shapefiles (available from the U.S. Census Bureau). We classified Interstate, U.S., and State
highways as highways, and all other named roadways as local roads.
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To test the hypothesis that bear movements change according to human activity
throughout a day, we also included candidate models that contained interaction terms between
anthropogenic variables and time of day. We used traffic data collected by Connecticut
Department of Transportation to identify daily periods of increased traffic volume. Based on
these peaks, we created a categorical Time variable including day (09:00 to 15:00), night (18:00
to 07:00), and rush hour (07:00 to 08:59 and 15:01 to 17:59) periods. In total, our candidate
model set for each bear included Base, Highway, Highway*Time, Housing, and Housing*Time
models. We fit this candidate model set to separate summer, hyperphagia, and pre-denning
datasets for each bear-year, to account for seasonal and annual changes in movement.
We used Akaike’s Information Criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc; Akaike,
1974; Burnham and Anderson, 2002) to evaluate model support. We considered models with
ΔAICc > 2 as unsupported, and multiple models with ΔAICc < 2 as competing (Burnham and
Anderson, 2002). In cases in which a single model was supported, we refer to this model as topranked. To describe variation in model importance among individuals, we report the proportions
of datasets for which different types were either top-ranked, or supported. We report these
proportions aggregating the two housing models (e.g. Housing & Housing*Time) and the two
highway models, to indicate which landscape features were important to bears. We also report
proportions aggregating models with a time interaction and those without.
Changes in Selection Among Bears
We extracted a single set of beta coefficients, standard error estimates, and z-scores for
anthropogenic variables from supported models for each bear. We ordered levels of Time such
that interaction coefficients represented the change in selection from day to night (Night), and
day to rush hour (Rush). In models including time interactions, the coefficient on an
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anthropogenic variable, then, measured selection during the day period. Therefore, when the
most supported model included a time interaction (e.g. Housing*Time), in addition to the
parameters from that model, we took parameter estimates of the anthropogenic variable from a
model without time (e.g. Housing). These represented average response to the variable across
time of day, and allowed comparison with datasets for which an interaction with time was not
supported. We refer to z-scores from interaction terms with time as ∆z for rush hour and night,
respectively. We applied the same protocol if competing models represented the same
anthropogenic hypothesis (e.g. Highway and Highway*Time). If competing models were of
different types, we extracted model-averaged parameter estimates and standard errors based on
AIC weights.
We used linear mixed effects models including only an intercept, and individual random
effects to determine whether the population mean beta coefficients for Res, RDist, HDist, and
HXing were positive or negative. We assessed whether intercepts differed from zero using a
Wald chi-square test. We used standardized z-scores as the response variable in analyses testing
for differences in selection for anthropogenic variables by home range housing density (HRHD),
reproductive status, and season. To assess differences in selection for development according to
season and reproductive status, we fit linear mixed models comparing z-scores with fixed effects
on season, reproductive status, and an interaction term, and a random effects on season nested
within individuals, and reproductive status nested within individuals. Season and reproductive
status were repeated measures categorical variables with summer vs. hyperphagia vs. predenning, and yes vs. no levels. To test for changes in selection as a function of land use context,
we fit linear mixed models of z-scores as a function of log HRHD, including a random intercept
for individuals. We used the natural logarithm of home range housing density, as this
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transformation produced a normal distribution and a linear relationship with z-scores. We
additionally considered models with fixed effects interactions between log HRDH and season,
and log HRHD and reproductive status, with random effects on season or reproductive status
nested within individual, respectively.
To test the effects of home range housing density, reproductive status, and season on
changes in movement behavior with time, we performed a similar modeling procedure using ∆zscores for rush hour and night as response variables. These estimated the change in selection
from day to rush hour, and day to night for all anthropogenic variables. We tested differences in
changes in movement behavior with time of day among seasons and by reproductive status. We
fit linear mixed models with fixed effects on season, reproductive status, and an interaction term,
and a random effects on season and reproductive status nested within individual. To evaluate
whether diel changes varied with development, we fit linear mixed models including fixed
effects on log HRHD, an interaction with season, and a random effect on season within
individuals. We also fit models including fixed effects on log HRHD, an interaction with
reproductive status, and a random effect on reproductive status within individuals. We report the
slope of these relationships by season and reproductive status only in cases in which a significant
interaction was found. Otherwise, overall slope is reported.
All mixed models were fit using the “lmer” function in the lme4 package (Bates et al.
2015) for program R, maximizing the full log-likelihood. We examined model residuals for
departures from normality by inspecting Q-Q plots and plots of residuals against predicted
values. We tested statistical significance of fixed effects with Wald chi-square tests, using a
cutoff of p > 0.10 (i.e. > 90% of bootstrapped estimates were non-zero) to infer significant
difference from zero. We assessed Type III sum of squares for interaction terms, and in the
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absence of a significant interaction, Type II sum of squares on main effects. Significance tests
were implemented using the “Anova” function in the car package in program R.
RESULTS
We collected 68 bear-years of GPS locations from a total of 35 female bears. Home
range housing density ranged from 0.51 to 214.43 houses/km2. HRHD did not differ between
bears with cubs and those without cubs (tpaired = 0.86, df = 14 p = 0.43), or among seasons (F2,43
= 0.86, p = 0.423). Step lengths were longest during hyperphagia (t = 2.39, p < 0.001) and when
bears were without cubs (tpaired = 5.95, df = 14 p = 0.02). A total of 83 ear-tagged bears were
reported in nuisance incidents to DEEP from 2012 to 2015, 35 of which were collared females
included in this study. Mean selection for low intensity residential areas was higher (tone-tailed =
2.58, df = 32, p = 0.006) among bears with > 5 complaints (𝛽̅ = 0.50, σ = 0.53), than for bears
with < 5 complaints (𝛽̅ = -1.22, σ = 1.12) Mean avoidance of local roads was higher (tone-tailed =
3.44, df = 30, p = 0.002) among bears with > 5 complaints (𝛽̅ = 1.78x10-3, σ = 1.45x10-3), than
for bears with < 5 complaints (𝛽̅ = 7.5x10-4, σ =1.11 x10-3) We found no significant differences
in avoidance of highways, or selection for crossing highways.
Model Selection
We fit candidate SSF models to 66 summer, 61 hyperphagia, and 57 pre-denning GPS
datasets from 67 bear-years. 28 bear-years were from females with cubs, 27 from females
without cubs, and 12 from females of unknown reproductive status. Highway models were topranked for the majority of bears during summer (66.67%), and hyperphagia (74.19%). During
pre-denning, housing and highway models were top ranked for an equal proportion of bears
(38.6%), and 21.1% had support for both hypotheses. Top-ranked models included an
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interaction with time of day for the majority of bears during summer (60.6%), and hyperphagia
(54.1%). During pre-denning, the largest portion of bears had top-ranked models without an
interaction with time (47.4%), and for 35.1% of bears, models with and without an interaction
with time competed. Top-ranked models changed seasonally for 43 bears. Of these, 62.8% of
bears switched from highway to housing hypotheses as top-ranked over the course of the year,
whereas 18.6% changed from housing to highway. The remaining 18.6% changed back and
forth.
Housing
Bears for which housing models were supported (∆AICc < 2), avoided local roads,
indicated by a mean selection coefficient (𝛽̅ (RDist) = 9.0x10-4, σ = 1.22x10-3) greater than zero
(Fig. 4.1). Black bear avoidance of local roads increased with HRHD (χ2 = 7.06, p = 0.008; Fig.
4.2). Bears increasingly avoided local roads as HRHD increased during summer (β(HRHD) =
0.566), hyperphagia (β(HRHD) = 0.453), and pre-denning (β(HRHD) = 0.317), although the
relationship was not statistically significant during pre-denning (p = 0.125; Table 4.3). Bears
selected against steps ending in low intensity residential areas, indicated by a mean selection
coefficient less than zero (𝛽̅ (LowDev) = -0.67, σ = 0.76; Fig. 4.1). Black bear selection for low
intensity residential areas did not vary significantly with HRHD (χ2 = 7.06, p = 0.008; Fig. 4.2).
The interaction of reproductive status and season was significant in predicting selection
for steps ending in low intensity residential areas (χ2 = 2.50, p = 0.08). Bears without cubs
increased selection between summer and hyperphagia, whereas bears without cubs decreased
selection between these seasons (Fig. 4.3). Reproductive status was important in predicting
avoidance of local roads (χ2 = 10.67, p = 0.001), and bears with cubs avoided roads more than
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bears without cubs (Fig. 4.3). In addition, bears avoided local roads less during hyperphagia
than during summer or pre-denning (χ2 = 2.88, p = 0.093)
Bears for which top ranked models included an interaction between Time and Housing
avoided local roads more at night (∆𝑧̅ = 0.47, σ = 1.83) and during rush hour (∆𝑧̅ = 0.06, σ =
1.93) than during the day. The elevated avoidance of local roads at night decreased as HRHD
increased (β(HRHD.Night) = -0.217, χ2 = 4.57, p = 0.033). These bears selected steps ending in low
̅̅̅ = 0.51, σ = 2.32) and less during rush hour (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = intensity residential areas more at night (∆𝑧
0.07, σ = 0.93) than during the day. Bears decreased selection for low intensity residential areas
from day to night more during hyperphagia, than summer or pre-denning (Fig. 4.4).
A significant interaction between HRHD and reproductive status (Fig. 4.4), indicated that
bears without cubs increased selection at night as HRHD increased (β(HRHD.NoCubs) = 0.150),
whereas bears with cubs decreased selection from day to night as HRHD increased (β(HRHD.Cubs) =
-0.146). A significant interaction between HRHD and seasons (χ2 = 8.98, p = 0.01) indicated
that during hyperphagia and pre-denning, bears decreased selection of low intensity residential
areas from day to night as HRHD increased (β(HRHD.Hyperphaia) = -0.122, β(HRHD.Pre-den) = -0.156 ),
and increased selection from day to night during the summer (β(HRHD.Summer) = 0.17).
Highways
Bears for which highway models were supported (ΔAICc < 2) neither avoided nor
selected steps closer to highways, as the mean selection coefficient (𝛽̅ (HDist) = 5.91x10-5, σ =
1.18x10-3) was statistically indistinguishable from zero (Fig. 4.1). Bears selected steps crossing
highways, indicated by a mean selection coefficient greater than zero (𝛽̅ (HXing) = 0.47, σ = 1.07;
Fig. 4.1).
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A significant interaction between season and HRHD (Fig. 4.2) indicated that during
summer, bears increasingly avoided highways in areas of higher housing density (β(HRHD.Sum) =
0.36), and that this avoidance response was less acute during hyperphagia (β(HRHD.Hyperphagia) =
0.10) and pre-denning (β(HRHD.Pre-den) = 0.01; Table 4.3). We found no differences in black bear
avoidance of highways among seasons, or by reproductive status (Fig. 4.3). A significant
interaction between season and reproductive status (χ2 = 20.86, p < 0.001) indicated that bears
without cubs decreased selection for steps crossing highways from summer to hyperphagia,
whereas bears with cubs increased selection between these seasons (Fig. 4.3).
Among bears for which top ranked models included an interaction between Time and
̅̅̅̅= -0.51, σ = 1.34)
Highways, mean selection for steps crossing highways was lower at night (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = 0.324, σ = 0.93) than during the day. These bears also
and greater during rush hour (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = 0.73, σ = 1.94) and at night (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = 0.51, σ = 2.32).
avoided highways more during rush hour (∆𝑧
A significant interaction between season and reproductive status (χ2 = 16.5, p < 0.001),
indicated that bears without cubs increased selection for steps crossing highways from day to
̅̅̅ = 1.04, σ = 0.97) and decreased selection during hyperphagia (∆𝑧
̅̅̅
rush hour during summer (∆𝑧
= -0.20, σ = 0.77), whereas bears with cubs exhibited no change (Fig. 4.5). The interaction
between season and reproductive status was also important in explaining changes in bear
selection for steps crossing highways from day to night (χ2 = 6.60, p < 0.04). Bears without cubs
̅̅̅ = 0.26, σ = 1.76), and decreased
increased selection from day to night during summer (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = -1.34, σ = 1.03), whereas bears with cubs exhibited
selection during hyperphagia (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ < 0) across seasons (Fig. 4.5). A significant
consistent reduced selection from day to night (∆𝑧
interaction between HRHD and reproductive status (χ2 = 7.50, p = 0.006), indicated that bears
without cubs increased selection for highway crossings at night as HRHD increased
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(β(HRHD.Hyperphagia) = 0.277), whereas bears with cubs decreased selection of highway crossings at
night (β(HRHD.Cubs) = -0.188) in areas of higher housing density.
̅̅̅ = 0.51, σ = 2.32) and during rush
Bears avoided steps near highways more at night (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = 0.373, σ = 1.94) than during the day. Avoidance at night differed among seasons (χ2
hour (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = 0.57, σ = 2.19) and
= 16.81, p < 0.001), with bears avoiding at night more during summer (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = 0.59, σ = 2.89) than pre-denning (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = 0.36, σ = 1.77; Fig. 4.6). Avoidance
hyperphagia (∆𝑧
during rush hour differed by season and reproductive status (χ2 = 5.46, p = 0.065). Bears without
̅̅̅ = 0.27, σ = 1.90) and
cubs increased avoidance of highways at rush hour during summer (∆𝑧
̅̅̅ = -0.03, σ = 1.87), while bears with cubs increased
decreased avoidance during hyperphagia (∆𝑧
avoidance from summer to hyperphagia (Fig. 4.5). A significant interaction between HRHD and
season (χ2 = 17.90, p < 0.001) indicated that during summer, bears decreased avoidance of
highways at night as HRHD increased (β(HRHD.Summer) = -0.108), and even more acutely during
hyperphagia (β(HRHD.Hyperphagia) = -1.06). During pre-denning, bears change in avoidance from
day to night did not vary with housing density (β(HRHD.Pre-den) = 0.05; Fig. 4.6).
DISCUSSION
Our results provide support for the risk-disturbance hypothesis among American black
bears inhabiting developed landscapes. Black bears exhibited stronger avoidance of houses
(indicated by proximity to local roads) and highways in areas of higher housing density.
Additionally, bears generally increased avoidance for houses and highways when with cubs.
These changes corresponded to expected patterns if development was perceived as risky habitat.
We found no support for population level habituation to development, as bears did not decrease
avoidance of houses and highways in more highly developed areas. Additionally, we found
evidence of behavioral plasticity indicating bears alter movement behaviors in response to
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perceived risk among development, changing avoidance between seasons and with time of day.
These findings contribute to a growing body of literature indicating that use of development by
black bears is not necessarily preferred, and potentially dynamic. Movement behavior was
highly variable among individuals, indicating capacity for future changes in population-level
response to development. As behavioral traits, and response to risk, affect fitness (Anthony and
Blumstein, 2000), patterns of bear movement in developed landscapes may be an important
determinant of population growth, and future behavioral phenotypes in these contexts.
Changes in avoidance of housing and highways as a function of HRHD, and reproductive
status were consistent with the risk-disturbance hypothesis. Black bears increasingly avoided
houses and highways as they occupied areas of higher housing density (Fig. 4.2), indicating that
in general bears did not show habituation to development, but rather perceived these landscapes
as risky. Selection for low intensity residential areas was negative overall, and did not change as
a function of housing density, indicating consistent avoidance of residential areas across
development contexts (Fig. 4.2). Females bears with cubs often exhibit more risk avoidant
movement behaviors (Dahle and Swenson, 2003; Beckmann and Berger, 2003a; Rode et al.,
2006), as overestimation of risk is especially advantageous when underestimation can result in
death of offspring. Accordingly, bears with cubs were more avoidant of housing (Fig 3).
Additionally, bears without cubs made significantly longer steps than those with cubs,
demonstrating greater rates and/or distances of movement among un-reproductive individuals.
Each of these patterns represents females with dependent offspring making less risky movements
than those without cubs.
The decreases in avoidance of development during hyperphagia further indicate the
perception of development as risky, and also suggest bears in developed landscapes are able to
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shift behaviors in accordance with increased caloric requirements. Overall, bears decreased
avoidance of housing and highways from summer to hyperphagia (Fig. 4.3), and increases in
avoidance with HRHD were more acute in summer than during hyperphagia (Fig. 4.2). Animals
must often choose between foraging and risk avoidance, when these behaviors cannot occur
simultaneously (Fortin et al., 2004), generally overestimating, rather than underestimating risk.
While overestimation results in a lost foraging opportunity, underestimation can result in death
(Frid and Dill, 2002). Under historical selective regimes, risk avoidant strategies would be
advantageous, producing net benefits to fitness. However, developed landscapes may represent
altered selective regimes, to which historically advantageous behaviors could be maladaptive
(Schlaepfer et al., 2002; Sih et al., 2004). For example, avoidance of development may be a case
of overestimating risk, if use of anthropogenic resources does not result in death.
Changes in avoidance of housing and highways with time of day further indicate
behavioral plasticity in response to perceived risk associated with developed landscapes.
Changes in daily movement patterns to minimize risk exposure can be a sign of behavioral
adaptation to human disturbance (Ditchkoff et al., 2006). Bears in areas of higher housing
density exhibited lower avoidance of highways at night relative to day, especially during predenning (Fig. 4.6), as well as local roads. Similarly, females with cubs increased avoidance of
highways during rush hour in hyperphagia (Fig. 4.5). The increased propensity to move near
and/or cross highways when traffic levels were lowest may be the result of greater avoidance
during high traffic times, a general shift to movements at night, or both. Shifts to more nocturnal
behavior among black bears have been observed in other urban areas (Beckmann and Berger,
2003b), and we found greater selection of residential areas at night by bears without cubs living
in more highly developed areas (Fig. 4.4). Together, our results suggest that bears in developed
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areas may alter avoidance of highways corresponding to traffic patterns, and become less
avoidant of housing at night. This behavioral alteration may be adaptive, indicating local
selection, or simply represent phenotypic plasticity (Lowry et al., 2013).
Furthermore, the more pronounced response of bear movement to roads and highways
suggest changes in avoidance of development may be in relation to traffic, more so than land
cover. Highway hypothesis models were supported among more bears than housing models
(Table 4.1), and relationships indicating increased avoidance with greater housing density
primarily involved road related variables (Fig. 4.2). These findings indicate greater variability in
response to roads, relative to more consistent avoidance of residential areas (i.e., suburban
housing and open spaces). In the context of risk avoidant behavior within development, one
possible explanation for this distinction is that sound is an important source of disturbance and
perceived risk among wildlife. Chronic noise exposure associated with development can be a
severe threat to a range of taxa, impacting foraging and predator avoidance behavior, among
other behaviors (Francis and Barber, 2013). Behavior may be modified due to acute auditory
disturbances (Darrow and Shivik, 2009), impeded communication, or masking of sounds (Barber
et al., 2010). Alternatively, bears may respond to roads because these features are potential
mortality sources (Baker et al., 2007; Bateman and Fleming, 2012), eliciting stronger risk
avoidance response (i.e., overestimating vs. underestimating) than forgoing anthropogenic
foraging opportunities.
The nature of interactions between season and reproductive status on black bear step
selection could potentially have important effects on population growth. Female survivorship
and fecundity are the most important life history transitions determining population growth in
bears (Powell et al., 1996; Clark and Eastridge, 2006). We found that females with cubs
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decreased selection for residential areas from summer to hyperphagia, and similarly, increased
selection for steps crossing highways (Fig. 4.3). Considering the importance of caloric intake
during hyperphagia for overwinter survival (Rogers and Allen, 1987) and reproduction (Eiler et
al., 1989), a failure to increase foraging during this time could decrease both female survival and
reproductive success. Likewise, increased highway crossings may expose reproductive females
to additional mortality. As use of anthropogenic food sources can lead to drastic increases in
fitness (Garshelis et al. 2012), it is not unreasonable to expect less avoidant behavior could
predominate in bear populations within relatively short ecological time. Similarly, maladaptive
risk avoidance could rapidly decrease in frequency within bear populations inhabiting developed
landscapes. Therefore, even small changes to either of these demographic rates may have
cascading effects on population growth and viability.
The recent recolonization of our study area by black bears allows for the possibility that
the spatial distribution of bear behaviors is not yet at equilibrium with development. Variation in
behavior among individuals is a well-recognized phenomenon, including differences in sets of
correlated behavioral traits, creating ‘personalities’ (Slater, 1981; Dall, 2004). Temperament
may cause individuals to distribute themselves in a non-random way, in response to disturbance,
such that more risk-tolerant individuals colonize and populate more developed areas (Martin and
Réale, 2008). Among black bears, individual differences in use of urban areas according to age
and gender have been documented (Johnson et al., 2015), and the variability in response to
development measured in this study demonstrates a range of behaviors among individuals within
the study population (Fig. 4.1). This diversity of movement behaviors provides potential for the
recently re-colonized Connecticut black bear population to undergo selection, resulting in future
shifts in mean behaviors. These shifts may have occurred in places experiencing more persistent
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and ubiquitous use of development by bears, like New Jersey and Florida, where populations
have existed among development for longer than in our study (Spencer et al., 2007).
IMPLICATIONS
Balance between human land use and conservation of wildlife requires understanding of
levels of development at which anthropogenic disturbance has a pronounced effect on wildlife
populations, and the conditions that modify this behavior. Our results suggest managers can
anticipate increased black bear use of areas near housing and highways, and potentially increased
anthropogenic foraging, during hyperphagia and when bears are without cubs. Our findings also
indicate that bear habituation to development and human activity does not initially occur at a
population level, but rather is a variable individual characteristic. We found a distribution of
movement behaviors ranging from selection to avoidance, and identified problem bears that
exhibited significantly higher selection for residential areas than the rest of the population. In the
context of minimizing nuisance behavior in intermixed landscapes, these patterns suggest a
relationship between individual avoidance and proclivity to conflict. Therefore, preventative
measures reducing the proliferation of bold individuals may be effective in Connecticut, and
places with recently established bear populations. For example, lethal management actions –
whether hunting or targeted removal – specifically targeting individuals exhibiting bold or
nuisance behavior may further reduce the possibility of shifts in mean population behavior
toward habituation.
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SUMMARY
I combined non-invasive genetic, global positioning system (GPS), and public report data
to measure changes in interrelated facets of bear ecology in response to human land use patterns.
I used spatially explicit mark recapture (SMRC) analyses to show that bear densities were
associated with housing density, and elevated in exurban areas. Likewise, the spatial distribution
of reports of property damage indicated that exurban development promoted conflicts between
bears and people. Spatial genetic analyses demonstrated female philopatry, and kin clustering to
be disrupted within more developed areas, and suggested that the prevalence of housing and
roads in these landscapes are associated with this pattern. Estimates of recent migration rates
identified asymmetries in the frequency of bear movement between land-use contexts, with
greater emigration of females out of more developed areas, and greater immigration of males
into these areas. Finally, hourly movement patterns demonstrated that bears increasingly
avoided anthropogenic landscape features with increased intensity of development, and that
individual behavior in response to anthropogenic landscape features was highly variable within
the population. Here, I discuss implications arising from interactions among these results, and
important directions for future research.
Predicting Future Black Bear Distributions
SMRC models identified the density of houses as more strongly associated with changes
in black bear density in intermixed landscapes than forest cover, or degree of intermixture.
SMRC analyses also quantified the relationship between human housing density and the density
of black bears, indicating peak bear densities in areas between 7.5 – 18.2 houses/km2. By
providing an understanding of the relationship between bear density and land-use patterns in
intermixed ecosystems, this analysis enabled a limited prediction of future bear distributions in
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Connecticut. Density estimates at lower latitudes within the study area, and the importance of a
North to South trend indicate ecological carrying capacity for bears has not yet been reached in
Connecticut. Extrapolating density estimates in each development category along Connecticut’s
northern border (Fig. 5.1) produces a future population estimate of ~ 1164 in western
Connecticut. This simple projection does not account for future landscape change, and the
estimate is substantially less than abundance estimates from similar areas in northwest New
Jersey (~3,000 individuals; McBride pers. comm.) and western Massachusetts (2,950
individuals, (Spencer et al., 2007). These discrepancies suggest additional capacity for further
increases in density and abundance in Connecticut.
Habitat Selection
Differences in bear densities among development classes, in combination with observed
distances between genetically identified parent-offspring pairs, indicate habitat selection for
exurban development. Habitat selection has been defined as any process or processes by which
individuals preferentially use, or occupy one of a set of available habitats (Morris, 2003). In this
context, heterogeneous spatially explicit density estimates are an implicit measure of selection,
given equal availability of different habitat types. Generally, available habitat constitutes those
areas that could potentially be encountered by an animal (Lele et al., 2013). At a population
level, available habitats can be conceptualized as areas available for home range establishment
by dispersing individuals. The location of observed parent-offspring pairs can therefore be used
to indicate the extent of habitat available to a population. In this study, mean parent offspring
distances (𝑥̅ = 15.24 km) were greater than the scale of variability in land use types (Fig. 5.2).
Furthermore, pairs spanned study areas with relatively high frequency (n = 57). These patterns
indicate rural, exurban, and suburban areas have been available to the sampled Connecticut black
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bear population for establishment of home ranges. With increasing prevalence of SMRC
analyses in wildlife research, models are being extended to incorporate other ecological
processes (Royle et al., 2013a; Royle et al., 2013b). When SMRC models are fit to detection
data produced by individual genotypes (Kery et al., 2010), genetic data can simultaneously be
used to estimate the extent of dispersal movements, and availability of landscape scale habitats.
These results illustrate that SMRC models can be used in a framework to estimate habitat
selection
Tolerance of Development
The quadratic relationship between black bear density and development indicates that
bears in Connecticut are currently an urban tolerant species. This characterization has been used
to describe wildlife for which developed landscapes are utilized, but not preferred, where
abundance is expected to be highest in areas of intermediate development (McKinney, 2006).
The patterns of density found in Connecticut closely match these expectations. Further, results
from landscape genetic, and step selection analyses provided additional evidence that bears
inhabiting developed landscapes perceive increasingly developed areas as un-preferred or
marginal habitat. Comparison of fine scale spatial genetic structure between bears occupying
more developed and more rural landscapes indicated that development disrupted the spatial and
social organization of black bears. While urban adapters often exhibit decreased home range
size and increased clustering in higher density populations, spatial genetic analyses revealed
decreased clustering in populations occupying a more developed landscape, reflecting greater
home range overlap among unrelated individuals.
This spatial genetic pattern was explained, in-part, by results from landscape genetic
analyses, which associated increasing housing and road densities with greater dispersal. These
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results suggest a model of bear dispersal in which anthropogenic landscape features are avoided,
inducing longer movements through developed areas. Step-selection analyses provided direct
support for this hypothesis. Step-selection results confirmed that female bears avoided
developed landcover, roads, and highways, and indicated that this avoidance increased in areas
of more intense development. Not only do these results indicate a mechanism by which
dispersing bears ultimately move farther away from natal ranges in developed areas, but also
provide more direct evidence that many bears perceived developed landscapes, and
anthropogenic landscape features, as risky. Together, these analyses provide a hierarchical
explanation of how individual movement decisions at small scales may manifest during
dispersal, affecting population level patterns of relatedness.
Male Biased Sex Ratios
Results from SMRC models also indicated more male-biased sex ratios among bears in
more developed areas. Recent migration rate and step selection analyses suggested mechanisms
by which this pattern may be generated, and maintained. Elevated male densities in the more
developed study area could be supported by the net immigration of males into developed areas,
and the simultaneous emigration of females out of developed areas. These asymmetries could be
related to range expansion, and the propensity of males to dominate range peripheries (Swenson
et al., 1998; Sato et al., 2011). However, given the high densities of females in rural and exurban
areas surrounding these places, and frequent sightings of females with cubs in suburban towns, it
is likely the Connecticut bear population is established in these areas. Furthermore, female
emigration from the more developed study area also suggests colonization has occurred by both
sexes.
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The altered sex ratios found among development in Connecticut may reflect differences
in risk tolerance and boldness between sexes. Step selection analyses indicated overall
avoidance of development by females, and estimates of recent migration rates indicated female
emigration from more developed areas. Previous studies of bear behavior have indicated that
males are often more aggressive, or bolder, than females (Swenson et al. 2001; Schwartz et al.
2006). In many places, this has resulted in males being more often involved in conflicts with
humans (Hristienko & McDonald 2007). In the context of risk perception, mammalian sexual
selection theory predicts that in polygynous, dimorphic species males may be more risk tolerant
(Sukumar 1991; Ahlering et al 2011).

The expectation that male bears are more tolerant of

development was supported by recent migration rates showing immigration of males into more
developed areas of Connecticut. Sex specific differences in behavior and risk tolerance may be
contributing to the differences in patterns of recent migration between males and females.
Together, these analyses findings provide a potential mechanism by which altered sex ratios
among development are generated and maintained.
Preventing Human-Bear Conflict
Predicted density distributions produced by extrapolating SMRC models can be used in
conjunction with the model of relative human-bear conflict risk to further focus targeted conflict
reduction strategies. By considering both land-use configurations that facilitate conflict between
black bears and people, and an anticipated distribution of bear densities, managers can identify
areas that may be both prone to conflict due to the configuration of landscape features, that are
also likely to have high bear densities (Fig. 5.3a). Identification of at-risk areas may be further
aided by considering changes in current and predicted bear abundance, in relation to landscape
configuration (Fig. 5.3b). As management budgets are limited, there is an impetus to use
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resources effectively. These tools can be used by managers and towns to focus preventative
efforts, such as waste disposal strategies, and public education in areas with the greatest potential
impact.
Furthermore, an integration of behavior can help managers to identify best practices for
reducing conflict with bears. As movement behaviors among bear within development indicated
avoidance of housing among the population as a whole, targeted reduction of anthropogenic food
sources may be particularly effective in reducing the potential for habituation as bears extend
their population range.
Future Research Directions
The relatively recent recolonization of Connecticut by black bears is important to
consider in the context of evaluating responses to development. Continued range expansion, in
combination with potential changes in mean population behavior may alter the patterns of
density, dispersal, and conflict. In particular, decreases in avoidance of developed areas, which
may be induced by habituation, social transmission, or human induced selection, would increase
the propensity/tolerance of bears to occupy more developed areas. Our results demonstrate
suburban areas of black bear range in Connecticut currently hold the lowest densities of bears.
Decreased avoidance and/or increased tolerance within the population would presumably elevate
densities in these areas. This may provide one potential mechanism by which the Connecticut
population could reach the previously reported abundances in western Massachusetts and New
Jersey. Furthermore, continued asymmetry in migration between sexes could indicate that
personality types are still in the process of equilibrating with the distribution of perceived risk.
Therefore, even in the absence of changes in mean population response, densities and conflicts
have the potential to increase in more developed parts of bear range.
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From both a theoretical perspective, and practical management of black bear populations,
it will be important to quantify demographic rates, especially survival and recruitment, across the
gradients of development in this study. Measures of reproductive success are necessary to
anticipate the potential evolutionary impacts of habitat selection (Morris 2003), and to elucidate
the net effects of occupation of intermixed ecosystems on long term black bear population
growth and sustainability. Recent migration rates indicated the potential for bears near
development to act as population sources. Mortality and reproductive rates would confirm these
hypothesized dynamics, and enable the creation of population projection models. Furthermore,
as habituation to humans among bears may be socially transmitted (Mazur & Seher, 2008),
differences in reproductive rates among land use contexts, in conjunction with asymmetrical
migration, may affect the spread of nuisance behavior to new areas of the population range.
Another important area of research will need to focus on landscape genomics, adaptive
genetic patterns, and the potential for human-induced evolution (Andrew et al., 2013). Several
of the results from this study indicated behavioral differences between bears occupying different
land-use contexts, and among individuals within more developed landscapes. Especially among
large carnivores, movement and activity patterns change in response to development (Ditchkoff
et al., 2006). These patterns may be the result of behavioral plasticity, or local adaptation, and
human-induced evolution is beginning to be recognized as a significant consequence of
development (Ashley et al. 2003). Studies across taxa have indicated the potential for rapid
microevolutionary responses to human-induced environmental changes (Kettlewell, 1961; Losos,
2001; Hessenauer et al., 2015). In addition to identifying factors predicting which species
succeed and don’t succeed in urban landscapes, this research supports the growing importance of
distinguishing why individuals succeed. Research identifying local adaptation and selection will
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require an integration of behavioral or phenotypic measures along with quantification of patterns
of genetic diversity (Eckert et al., 2010; Parchman et al., 2012). Ideally, these patterns of
variation would be associated with individual fitness. The ability to identify human-induced
variation in behavior and fitness will allow wildlife conservation and management to account for
the effect of development patterns not only on population ecology, but evolutionary trajectories.
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TABLES
Table 1.1. Summary of spatial model-selection procedure examining variables affecting spatial intensity of
human-black bear conflicts in Connecticut during 2008–2012. We report Akaike’s Information Criterion
(AIC), relative difference in AIC value compared to the top-ranked model (ΔAIC), AIC model weight (ω), and
the number of model parameters (K). Variables included percent forest cover within 1 km2 (%Forest),
proportion of forest edge within 1 km2 (%Edge), distance to wetlands (Wet), distance to streams (Stream),
distance to forest (ForDist), housing density (Housing), and household income (Income). All models included
an autoregressive term that is not displayed in the table.
K

AIC

ΔAIC

ω

%Forest, (%Forest)2, %Edge, Wet, Wet2, Stream, Housing

8

−24,237.9

0

0.73

%Forest, (%Forest)2, %Edge, Wet, Wet2, Stream, Housing, Income

9

−24,235.0

2.9

0.17

%Forest, (%Forest)2, %Edge, Wet, Wet2, Stream

7

−24,232.6

5.3

0.05

%Forest, (%Forest)2, %Edge, Wet, Wet2, Stream, Income
Natural habitat
%Forest, (%Forest)2, %Edge, Wet, Wet2, Stream

8

−24,232.4

5.5

0.05

7

−24,232.6

0

0.86

%Forest, (%Forest)2, %Edge, Wet, Wet2, Stream, ForDist

8

−24,229.9

3.7

0.14

%Forest, (%Forest)2, %Edge

4

−24,219.2

13.4

0.001

%Forest, (%Forest)2, %Edge, ForDist

5

−24,218.5

15.1

<0.001

Wet, Wet2, Stream, ForDist

5

−24,202.0

30.6

<0.001

Wet, Wet2, Stream

4

−24,174.4

58.2

<0.001

Model
Natural habitat + anthropogenic
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Table 1.2. Parameter estimates (β) and standard error (SE) for
significant predictor variables in top-ranked spatial model of humanblack bear conflicts in Connecticut during 2008–2012.
Variable
Edge density
Forest cover
Forest cover2
Distance to main stream (m)
Distance to wetland (m)
Distance to wetland2 (m)
House density

β

SE
0.004
0.009

P
<0.001
<0.001

−0.044
0.009
4.96E−04 1.55E−04
0.00267 8.76E−04

<0.001
0.001
0.002

−3.99E−04 1.56E−07
2.74E−06 1.01E−06

0.01
0.007

0.014
0.067
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Table S1.1. Results of model-selection
procedure evaluating characterization of
percent forest cover (%For), forest edge
density (%Edge), and streams in explaining
human-black bear conflicts in Connecticut
during 2008–2012. We report the number
of model parameters (K), Akaike’s
Information Criterion (AIC), and relative
difference in AIC value compared to the
top-ranked model (ΔAIC).
Model
%For
1-km2
500-m2
250-m2
%Edge
1-km2
500-m2
250-m2
Streams
Main Stem
All

K

AIC

ΔAIC

1
1
1

565.2
572.0
573.0

0
6.8
7.8

1
1
1

590.5
592.2
596.2

0
1.7
5.7

1
1

605.4
609.3

0
3.9
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Table S1.2. Results of model-selection procedure
comparing quadratic versus linear relationships
between selected landscape variables and spatial
intensity of human-black bear conflicts in
Connecticut during 2008–2012. We report the number
of model parameters (K), Akaike’s Information
Criterion (AIC), and relative difference in AIC value
compared to the top-ranked model (ΔAIC).
Model
Distance to Wetlands
Wet
Wet, (Wet)2
Percent Forest Cover
%For
%For, (%For)2

K

AIC

ΔAIC

1
2

597.5
577.0

0
20.5

1
2

565.2
553.0

0
12.2
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Table S1.3. Results of non-spatial model-selection procedure evaluating variables affecting human-black bear
conflict intensity in Connecticut during 2008–2012. We report the number of model parameters (K), Akaike’s
Information Criterion (AIC), relative difference in AIC value compared to the top-ranked model (ΔAIC), and AIC
model weight (ω). Significant (P<0.05) Lagrange Multiplier test statistics (LMerror) indicate spatial dependencies
and improved parameter estimation using a spatial error model. Variables are the same as in Table 1.
Model

K

AIC ΔAIC

ω

LMerror

P

%For, (%For) , %Edge, Wet, Wet , Stream, Income

7

-11687.1

0

0.75 20978.4

≤0.001

%For, (%For)2, %Edge, Wet, Wet2, Stream

6

-11684.0

3.1

0.18 21209.5

≤0.001

%For, (%For) , %Edge, Wet, Wet , Stream, Housing, Income

8

-11681.3

5.8

0.05 20879.7

≤0.001

%For, (%For)2, %Edge, Wet, Wet2, Stream, Housing

7

-11680.9

6.2

0.04 21134.4

≤0.001

%For, (%For)2, %Edge, Wet, Wet2, Stream, ForDist, Housing, Income

9

-11680.0

7.1

0.02 19936.2

≤0.001

2

2

2

2
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Table 2.1 AICc weights for candidate spatial mark-recapture model sets fit to detection data
from East, North and the Combined study areas. Data from Combined study area were analyzed
by male and female individuals and all together.
Combined study area
Hypothesized Variation in Bear Density
All
Female Male
North
East
North-South Trend & Rural, Low, Medium and
High Density Housing
0.736a 0.687a 0.285a <0.001 0.234a
Rural, Low, Medium and High Density Housing
0.253a 0.235a 0.622a <0.001 0.010
North-South Trend & Natural, Intermixed,
Interface, and Developed Land-use
0.005 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.065
Natural, Intermixed, Interface, and Developed
Land-use
0.005
0.027 0.025 <0.001 0.004
North-South Trend & Forest vs. Non-forest
<0.001
0.019 0.030 0.0969 0.567a
Different in Forest vs. Non-forest
<0.001
0.015 0.030 <0.001 0.012
North-South Trend
<0.001
0.017 0.007 <0.001 0.121a
Homogenous Density
<0.001
0.001 0.001 0.903a 0.003
Detection Model
g0b[Sexd + Foreste], σc[Sexd + Foreste]
0.999a 0.105a 0.997a <0.001 0.942a
f
f
g0[Sex + b ], σ[Sex + b ]
<0.001 0.870a 0.002 0.999a <0.001
g0[Sex + Forest], σ[Sex + b]
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.011
g0[Sex], σ[Sex + b]
<0.001
0.017 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
g0[Sex + Forest], σ[Sex]
<0.001
0.007 <0.001 <0.001 0.034
g0[Sex + b], σ[Sex]
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
g0[Sex], σ[Sex + Forest]
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
g0[Sex + b], σ[Sex + Forest]
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
g0[Sex + b + Forest], σ[Sex]
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
g0[Sex], σ[Sex + b + Forest]
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
g0[Sex + b +Forest], σ[Sex + b + Forest]
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
g0[Sex], σ[Sex]
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
a
Bold weights indicate models with support > 0.10.
b
Baseline detection probability (g0)
c
Dispersion parameter (σ) of detection function.
d
Effect of individual gender (Sex) on detection function.
e
Effect of percent forest cover at detection site (Forest) on detection function.
f
Effect of previous encounter (b) on detection function.
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βb

Std. Error

t-value

0.125
0.182
0.023
0.000
0.103

0.019
0.020
0.049
0.016

6.579
9.100
0.478
6.510

Females

Density: Rural
Density: Exurban
Density: Suburban
Latitude

0.100
0.095
0.000
-3.99E-05

0.026
0.038
-

3.825
2.452
-

Males

Table 2.2 Estimated values, standard error and t-values for paramaters included in top ranked
spatial mark-recapture models of black bear density (individuals/km2) on North, East, and the
Combined study areas.

Density: Rural
Density: Exurban
Density: Suburban
Latitude

0.037
0.058
0.000
7.54E-05

0.018
0.022
1.01E-04

1.979
2.607
0.747

0.246
8.86E-11
0.037

0.045
1.81E-11
0.017

5.467
4.899
2.121

All Individuals

Density Covariatea
Combined study area
Density: Rural
Density: Exurban
Density: Suburban
Density: Urban
Latitude

East Study Area
Density: Forest
Density: Non-Forest
Latitude

North Study Area
Density
0.110
0.008
12.968
a
Density modeled as function of spatial covariates using identity link.
b
β parameter equivalent to density estimate in land-use/land cover categories.
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Table S2.1. Full AICc model selection results for spatial mark-recapture models fit to detection data from Combined study area in
northwest Connecticut 2013 - 2014. The top ranked detection model was identified first, and subsequently used in all models of
variable bear density. Covariates of detection included individual sex (Sex), a behavioral response to prior detection (b), and percent
forest cover at a sampling site (Forest).

Density

Detection Model
Combined Study Area

North-South Trend & Different in Rural, Low, and Med/High
Development
Different in Rural, Low, and Med/High Development
North-South Trend & Different in Natural, Intermixed,
Interface, and Developed Land Use
Different in Natural, Intermixed, Interface, and Developed
Land Use
North-South Trend
Homogenous Density
Difference between forest vs. non-forest
North-South Trend & Difference between forest vs. non-forest

Detection

Hypothesized Bear Density

Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous

AICc

ΔAICc ωi

g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]

3817.23
3819.37

0.00 0.736
2.13 0.253

g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]

3827.27

10.04 0.005

g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]

3827.27
3831.40
3853.13
3835.05
3833.62

10.04
14.17
35.89
17.81
16.39

g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+b]
g0[],σ[Sex+b]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[]
g0[Sex+b],σ[]
g0[],σ[]
g0[],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+Forest]

3853.13
0.00 1.000
3885.92 32.80 0.000
3893.65 40.53 0.000
3901.67 48.54 0.000
3924.20 71.08 0.000
3932.26 79.14 0.000
3933.04 79.92 0.000
3970.43 117.30 0.000
3971.81 118.69 0.000

0.005
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
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Table S2.2. Full AICc model selection results for spatial mark-recapture models fit to detection data collected 2013 - 2014 from East
study area in northwest Connecticut. The top ranked detection model was identified first, and subsequently used in all models of
variable bear density. Covariates of detection included individual sex (Sex), a behavioral response to prior detection (b), and percent
forest cover at a sampling site (Forest).
Detection Model
AICc
ΔAICc ωi
East Study Area
North-South Trend & Difference between forest vs. non-forest
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
967.98
0.00 0.567
North-South Trend & Different in Rural, Low, and Med/High
Development
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
969.75
1.77 0.234
North-South Trend
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
971.06
3.08 0.121
North-South Trend & Different in Natural, Intermixed,
Interface, and Developed Land Use
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
972.31
4.33 0.065
Difference between forest vs. non-forest
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
975.70
7.72 0.012
Different in Rural, Low, and Med/High Development
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
976.11
8.13 0.010
Different in Natural, Intermixed, Interface, and Developed
Land Use
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
978.00 10.03 0.004
Homogenous Density
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
978.36 10.38 0.003

Detection

Density

Hypothesized Bear Density

Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous

g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+b]
g0[],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+Forest]
g[],σ[]
g0[],σ[Sex+b]
g0[Sex+b],σ[]
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]

978.36
985.02
987.34
994.45
996.02
1002.74
1004.50
1004.57
1004.79

0.00
6.66
8.98
16.09
17.66
24.38
26.14
26.21
26.43

0.942
0.034
0.011
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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Table S2.3. Full AICc model selection results for spatial mark-recapture models fit to detection data collected 2013 – 2014 from
North study area in northwest Connecticut. The top ranked detection model was identified first, and subsequently used in all models of
variable bear density. Covariates of detection included individual sex (Sex), a behavioral response to prior detection (b), and percent
forest cover at a sampling site (Forest).

Detection

Density

Hypothesized Bear Density

Detection Model
North Study Area
Homogenous
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]
North-South Trend
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]
North-South Trend & Difference between forest vs. non-forest
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]
Different in forest vs. non-forest
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]
Different in Rural, Low, and Med/High Development
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]
Different in Natural, Intermixed, Interface, and Developed
Land Use
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]
North-South Trend & Different in Rural, Low, and Med/High
Development
g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]

AICc

ΔAICc ωi

2718.39
2739.24
2722.85
2740.77
2740.97

0.00 0.903
20.85 0.000
4.46 0.097
22.39 <0.001
22.59 <0.001

2763.29

44.90 <0.001

2765.44

47.05 <0.001

North-South Trend & Different in Natural, Intermixed,
Interface, and Developed Land Use

g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]

2773.00

54.61 <0.001

Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous
Homogenous

g0[Sex+b],σ[Sex+b]
g0[],σ[Sex+b]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+b]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[b],σ[Sex+Forest]
g0[],σ[]
g0[Sex+Forest],σ[]
g0[Sex+b],σ[]

2718.39
2738.25
2740.36
2757.98
2760.32
2762.32
2764.35
2764.48
2766.10

0.00
19.86
21.97
39.60
41.93
43.93
45.96
46.10
47.72

1.000
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
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Table 3.1. Notation and description of landscape factors used to model landscape resistance to
dispersal movement among American black bear in western CT. Resistance surfaces were
created for each landscape factor, and all combinations of factors in addition to pairwise
geographic distance.
Factor & Hypothesis
Land Cover
Forest Resistance

Code

Description

FR

High resistance at high forest cover

Forest Conductance

FC

High resistance at low forest cover

Housing Density Resistance

HDR

High resistance at maximum housing density

Housing Density Conductance

HDC

High resistance at minimum housing density

50 houses/km2 Resistance

HDR50

High resistance at 50 houses/km2

100 houses/km2 Resistance

HDR100

High resistance at 100 houses/km2

50 houses/km2 Conductance

HDC50

Minimum resistance at 50 houses/km2

100 houseskm2 Conductance

HDC100

Minimum resistance at 100 houses/km2

Primary Roads Resistance
Unequal Roads Resistance

Rd100_1
Rd100_50

High resistance at primary roads
High resistance at primary roads;
intermediate resistance at secondary roads

Equal Roads Resistance

Rd100_100

High resistance at primary & secondary roads

Primary Roads Conductance
Unequal Roads Conductance

Rd100_1C
Rd100_50C

Minimum resistance at primary roads
Minimum resistance at primary roads;
intermediate resistance at secondary roads

Equal Roads Conductance

Rd100_100C

Minimum resistance at primary
& secondary roads

Housing

Roads
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North Grid

East Grid

Table 3.2. Results of multiple regression on distance matrices evaluating relationships between
landscape resistance hypotheses and spatial patterns of genetic variation among American black
bears in western CT. Only models exhibiting stronger correlation with pairwise genetic distance
than geographic distance alone and significant beta parameters for the hypothesized surface are
displayed. Analyses were performed among female individuals in North and East study areas.
βSURFACE

Landscape Model

R

F

HDC,FR + Geo

0.335**

25.471**

-36.128**

HDC,FR

0.323**

47.072**

-34.826**

HDC + Geo

0.315*

22.146*

-1.174**

HDC

0.308*

42.194*

-11.556*

HDC, R100_100C + Geo

0.289*

18.308*

-21.290*

HDC, R100_100C

0.270*

31.840*

-19.760*

HDC100 + Geo

0.240

12.350

-15.255*

HDR100

-0.188*

14.837*

1.744*

HDC,Rd100_100

0.156**

35.72**

15.75**

Rd100_100

0.154**

34.65**

0.15**

Rd50_`100

0.153**

34.26**

0.15**

HDC100

0.151**

33.56**

0.66**

HDC50

0.150**

32.98**

0.28**

HDR,FR

0.131**

24.97**

0.02**

HDC

0.130**

24.08**

0.67**

0.125**

22.83**

0.04**

FR, Rd100_100
* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01

βGEO
8.677E-5

6.50E-5

1.00E-4

2.80E-4*
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Table 4.1. Model selection results for competing step
selection functions fit to hourly black bear movement data,
showing frequencies of datasets for which a model type was
supported (AICc < 2). Datasets were defined as GPS
locations produced by an individual bear in each season.
Datasets for with competing hypotheses were model
averaged, indicated with a (+) sign. Housing and
Housing*Time models are collapsed into the Housing
category, likewise for Highway. Models with a Time
interaction are collapsed into the Time category.
Model Category

Summer Hyperphagia

Pre-denning

Base
Housing
Highway
Housing + Highway

1
12
43
10

0
11
46
5

0
22
22
12

No Time
Time
Time + No Time

5
40
21

12
33
16

27
10
20
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Table 4.2. Results from linear mixed models of black bear selection for anthropogenic variables
as a function of fixed effects on home range housing density, season, and reproductive status.
Variables included distance from local roads (RDist), low intensity residential areas (Res),
distance from highways (HDist), and highway crossing (H-Xing). Wald’s chi-square tests on all
fixed effects are displayed, with significant effects (p < 0.10) in bold. Beta coefficients are
reported for relationships between housing density and selection for each season. Bold values
indicate significant (p < 0.10) results.
RDist

Res

HDist

H-Xing

Log Home Range Housing
Density

χ2 = 10.24
p = 0.001

χ2 = 1.61
p = 0.20

χ2 = 5.76
p = 0.02

χ2 = 0.03
p = 0.87

Log Home Range Housing
Density * Season

χ2 = 1.68
p = 0.43

χ2 = 4.06
p = 0.13

χ2 = 4.47
p = 0.10

χ2 = 3.25
p = 0.20

Season

χ2 = 2.88
p = 0.09

χ2 = 0.578
p = 0.447

χ2 = 1.131
p = 0.25

χ2 = 39.82
p < 0.001

Reproductive Status

χ2 = 10.67
p = 0.001

χ2 = 3.99
p = 0.04

χ2 = 0.18
p = 0.67

χ2 = 23.81
p < 0.001

Season*Reproductive Status

χ2 = 0.086
p = 0.96

χ2 = 2.50
p = 0.08

χ2 = 0.051
p = 0.82

χ2 = 20.86
p < 0.001
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Table 4.3. Relationship between black bear selection for anthropogenic
variables and home range housing density, estimated by beta coefficients
from linear mixed models. Relationships are reported for models fit to
summer, hyperphagia, pre-denning data, and to bears with and without
cubs. Variables included distance from local roads (RDist), low intensity
residential areas (Res), distance from highways (HDist), and highway
crossing (H-Xing). Bold values indicate significant (p < 0.10) results.
RDist

Res

HDist

H-Xing

Summer

β = 0.566
p < 0.001

β = 0.118
p < 0.252

β = 0.341
p = 0.009

β = 0.484
p < 0.257

Hyperphagia

β = 0.453
p < 0.001

β = -0.124
p < 0.248

β = 0.070
p < 0.484

β = 0.034
p < 0.913

Pre-denning

β = 0.317
p < 0.125

β = 0.140
p < 0.253

β = -0.072
p < 0.720

β = -0.320
p < 0.175

β = 0.558
p = 0.002
β = 0.554
p = 0.003

β = -0.105
p = 0.375
β = 0.067
p = 0.745

β = 0.158
p = 0.538
β = 0.366
p = 0.063

β = 0.102
p = 0.625
β = 0.480
p = 0.505

Cubs
Without Cubs
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FIGURES

Fig. 1.1 Human-black bear conflict locations reported to Connecticut Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection from 2008 to 2012. Borders for all 166 Connecticut towns are
displayed, which may appear similar to county lines in other states.
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Fig. 1.2 2006 National Landcover Database (NLCD) landcover and 2005
Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) classification for Connecticut showing a)
predominant forest cover in green and b) intermixed land use (>1 house/16 ha and
>50% forest cover) in yellow.
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Fig. 1.3 Spatial distribution of risk of human-black bear conflict, if bears were present
throughout Connecticut. We calculated relative risk of human-bear conflict at a location using
values of landscape variables included in our top-ranked spatial model. These variables were
percent forest cover, forest edge density, distance to main streams, distance to wetlands, and
housing density. Locations of bear conflicts reported during 2008–2012 are displayed as points.
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Fig. 2.1 Distribution of sampling grids across western Connecticut. Grids
encompassed the majority of reproductive bear range in the state, and the range of
housing densities found in CT in non-urban settings.
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Fig. 2.2 Estimated black bear densities in western Connecticut. (a) Density estimated using the
top ranked model of all individuals from the Combined study area across an area bounded by
Connecticut’s northern and western state boundaries, the Connecticut River and the southern
latitude at which bear density declined to zero. (b) Mean bear density in rural, exurban,
suburban, and urban development categories estimated by top-ranked models of all individuals,
males, and females. Estimated values are at the average scaled latitude (0) for the Combined
study area.
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Fig. 2.3 Quadratic relationship between bear density and housing density, as estimated by a
spatial mark-recapture model of density as a linear function of housing density + (housing
density)2 + latitude. Estimated values are at the average scaled latitude (0) for the Combined
study area. Dotted and dashed curves were calculated using the upper and lower bounds of the
beta parameters for housing density and squared housing density, the maxima of which (arrows)
are used to indicate a 95% CI encompassing housing densities within which maximum bear
density occurred (7.5 – 18.2 houses/km2)
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Fig. S2.1 Landscape classifications representing hypothesized relationships between (a) forest
cover, (b) level of development, and (c) wildland-urban interface category and variation in black
bear density within the (d) Combined Study Area in northwest Connecticut, USA. Landscapes
were used as spatial covariates of density in spatially explicit mark-recapture models in which
the rate of a heterogeneous poisson process representing rate of black bear activity centers varied
between categories within a classification.
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Fig. 3.1 Population assignment probabilities to an a priori number of genetic clusters (K)
produced by STRUCTURE for (a) all black bears, (b) male individuals, and (c) female
individuals detected in northwest Connecticut 2013 – 2014. Vertical black bars separate
individuals detected on Barkhamsted, East, North, and South study grids. Delta K values
indicate the most likely number of clusters.
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Fig. 3.2 Black bear migration rates among all individuals, males, and females between study
areas in northwest CT. Probability of asymmetry values estimated by BIMr are displayed for
comparisons with non-overlapping 95% CIs estimated by BAYESASS. Arrow sizes are
proportional to BIMR estimated migration rates. Only rates greater than 0.10 are depicted.
Rates among males were estimated between two genetic clusters indicated by STRUCTURE results.
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Fig. 3.3 Correlelogram plots depicting spatial autocorrelation of relatedness among black bears
detected on North and East grid in 2013 and 2014. Dashed lines indicate a 95% CI surrounding
the null hypothesis of randomly distributed genotypes, and vertical bars correspond to 95% error
bars surrounding estimates of autocorrelation, obtained by bootstrapping. Significant, positive
autocorrelation (*) inferred by estimates falling outside of the null hypothesis CI, and error bars
that do not overlap zero (solid gray line).
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Fig. 4.1 Distribution of beta coefficients from top-ranked step selection models of black bear
movement. Values indicate log odds of steps a) increasing distance from local roads b) ending in
low intensity residential areas c) increasing distance from highways and d) crossing highways.
Solid vertical lines at zero delineate regions indicating selection or avoidance of landscape
features. Dashed vertical lines indicate the mean of the observed distribution. Wald’s chi-square
test on intercepts from linear mixed models indicate whether distribution means differ from zero.
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Fig. 4.2 Linear relationships between log home range housing density and z-scores estimating a)
avoidance of local roads b) selection for steps in low intensity residential areas c) avoidance of
highways and d) selection for steps crossing highways among individual black bears. Plots
display relationships during summer (solid lines; solid dots), hyperphagia (dashed lines;
triangles), and pre-denning (dotted lines; squares) separately. Test of significance for main
effect of housing density (HRHD), and interaction between HRHD and season are displayed,
with significant factors (p < 0.10) show in bold.
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Fig. 4.3 Mean z-scores from black bear step selection functions for a)
housing variables b) highway variables, by season and reproductive status.
Z-scores for bears with cubs are shown by boxes and dashed lines, and by
circles and solid lines for bears with cubs. Wald’s chi-squared test on an
interaction between season and reproductive status reported, with
significant (p < 0.10) tests shown in bold.
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Fig. 4.4 Changes in selection for low intensity residential areas between day and night (∆z-score)
as a function of home range housing density (HRHD). Plot displays relationships for female
bears without cubs (solid lines), and with cubs (dashed lines) separately. Wald’s chi-squared test
on an interaction between log HRHD and reproductive status reported. Boxplots display
significant differences in the change in z-score from day to night among seasons.
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Fig. 4.5 Mean ∆z-scores between times of day estimated by black bear step
selection functions by season and reproductive status. Plots show changes in a)
avoidance of highways between day and rush hour, b) selection for crossing
highways between day and rush hour, and c) selection for crossing highways
between day and night. ∆z-scores for bears with cubs are shown by boxes and
dashed lines, and by circles and solid lines for bears with cubs. Wald’s chisquared test for interactions between season and reproductive status displayed.
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Fig. 4.6 Changes in avoidance of highways between day and night (∆z-score) as a function of
home range housing density (HRHD). Plot displays relationships during summer (solid lines),
hyperphagia (dashed lines), and pre-denning (dotted lines) separately. Wald’s chi-squared test
on an interaction between log HRHD and season reported. Boxplots display significant
differences between seasons in changes in selection. Chi-squared statistic for the interaction
between season and log home range housing density displayed.
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Fig. 5.1 Projected estimates of black bear density across western Connecticut. Estimated
densities were obtained from the top-ranked spatial mark-recapture model, which indicated bear
densities varied among rural, exurban, and suburban housing densities. This model also included
a decline in density as a function of decreasing latitude, and projected densities were produced
using northernmost estimated bear densities in each development category.
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Fig. 5.2 Distribution of female parent-offspring black bear pairs across the study area in western
Connecticut. Individual locations (red crosses) were approximated using the centroid of all
sampling locations at which an individual was detected. Black lines connect pairs of individuals
for which analyses of relatedness indicated parent-offspring was the most likely relationship.
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Fig. 5.3 Models of predicted human-black bear conflict in western Connecticut produced by
combining spatial mark-recapture models of bear density with a model of conflict as a function
of landscape variables. Maps highlight areas a) likely to experience the greatest rates of humanbear conflict, and b) likely to experience the greatest increase in conflicts. Predictions were
produced by combining estimated conflict intensity using coefficients from a top ranked model
of black bear conflict and projected future bear densities, and changes in density.

